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GIVE UP HIS
OFFICE
STATEMENT
IS MADE IN

MEXICO CITY

TO

ConstituUf .nalists Here n- olare they
do not wisii cecjgnUkn'c. their belligerency,' but only wish to obtain

iOVEiOP.

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

6,

FEDERAL JURY TO

the securities cf the Standard Oil
company was the feature of today's
operation on the curb market. The
ON
demand is supposed to have been
stimulated by belief that enforcement
of the Income tax may result in an
early distribution of the large surpluses held in the treasuries of subordinate companies.
Standard Oil of Kentucky advanced UNITED STATES TAKES HAND IN
SOLDIERS ARE ORDERED OUT TO
45 points to 525 during the morning.
PROBING CONDITIONS IN
QUELL INDIANAPOLIS CAR
Atlantic Refining rose from 655 to 90.
COLORADO
STRIKE RIOTS
Standard Oil of New York also registered an advance and stocks of formade minor gains.
TRADE
MAY BE RESULT eign companies
CF
IN
A BATTLE
RESTRAINT.
At the offices"of the Standard Oil
company knowledge of an approaching
LAB6R
LEADER TELLS EXECU- distribution was denied, but. it was ad- ATTEMPTS TO PREVENT MINING
mitted that the iticome tax might
OF COAL SO CONSTRUED
TIVE HE WILL FORM AfiMY
some changes in prevailing diviwork
BY JUDGE LEWIS
, TO FIGHT MILITIA
dend rates.

arms on an equality with Huerta.
Although discretionary power to
permit eiportations of munitions of
war is vested with the president, some
observers think It unlikely that he
w! ::out some
would take such a
communication Willi rou-'- ,. f
That
phase of the situation hati ivcn rise
to expressions that President Wilson
might Su .n read another message to
congress outlining the status of the
negotiations with Mexico and making
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DANCE HALL

HOLD

PUBLIC

Cleveland, Nov, 6. In response to
TO
inquiries from officials in New York,
Boston, Buffalo, Louisville and other
cities, Dance Hall Inspector Meyers
has prepared a statement, of the plan
under which Cleveland's municipal
dance halls are operated, which
he is now mailing to the respective
inquirers. Since their initiation, two
years ago, the municipal dance halls
have entertained 175,000 dancers. The THIS IS THE AGREEMENT
net profits this year was approximatBY THE SENATE'S
ed at $7,000.

ULUlUim im
STOCK
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D
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GOVERNOR IS SATISFIED
Moundsville, W. V., Nov. 6. Gover- GOVERNMENT
Officials declined to say today
TO
CONTROL
UNITED STATES whether
HE DEFIES
nor H. D. Hatfield today investigated
they had received any anthe state penitentiary here, and alswer directly or indirect!,) from Huerdemands.
ta
to
the
latest
though he made no formal statement, NINE DIRECTORS WILL ACT, FIVE:
AMERICAN
THE
OF
ULTIMATUM
German
the
he indicated that he had found noVon
Count
SEATED BY FEDERAL
Berstorff,
NATION IS IGNORED IN ITS
ambassador who only recently has rething wrong with the system employENTIRETY
ed by the management
The investiturned to this country, had an engage-ment to sen the president late today,
gation was made because of the esKNOCKS HOUSE PARTIES
came to pay ACTION
NECESSARY
ARE
SPLIT
WAS
RETURN TO WORK cape of two prisoners several weeks DEMOCRATS'
MINERS
GUESSING Althor.su. the ambassador
WILSON
HAS
his respects, it was believed not Im(Madison, Wis.,: Nov. 6.- - "While the
ago and the widely circulated charges
house party may be pleasant for the
soon afterward that one of them, who
probable that the Mexican situation
DECLARES few
WALKOUT
SENATORS REED AND HITCHCOCK!
FORMAL STATEMENT
CONSpring-Rice- ,
TO
EE
Cecil
SAID
Sir
would
who participate in it, It Is a detri- OPERATORS SAY THE
discussed.
be
had been captured, had been whipped
PRESIDENT
THE
FAILED
BE
REPUBLICAN
LOCAL
OFFICIALS
VOTE WITH
WILL
SOON
TRINIDAD
AT
ment to the university."
the British ambassador, returnRECOGNIZING
until blood streamed from his body.
SIDERING
KEEP
ORDER
TO
President
COMMITEEMEN
the
this
HISTORY
ed
to
was
This
view
PAST
morning.
given by
capital
CARRANCISTAS
The foreign relations committee disCharles R. Van Hise of the state adBARTLETT IS BEATEN
situation at
cussed the Mexican
in a statement today.
New
6.
enversity
York, Nov. 6. Late returns - Washington, Nov. 6. The stock ot
The
Nov.
6.
Lewis
Ind.,
Indiauapolis,
Judge
Pueblo, Colo., Nov.
Mexico City, Nov. 6. There was
from missing counties received today
"The bouse party may be legiti-- l
length and gave principal considera-- tire state militia of Indiana has been
instniC'
federal
the
regional banks of the new currency
grand jury
gave
still no Indication here this morning tion to the question of lifting the em- Ralston on mately objected to on the ground that tionb today relative to the investiga- at republican state headquarters, as system will be owned "by the public,
Governor
ordered
out
by
would
Huerta
whether President
bargo. Senators said nothing defin account of the street car strike here. but relatively few can participate and tion of the coal' strike in Colorado. given out by State Chairman Barnes, and regional banka will be controlled
make a formal reply to the communi- ite had been done. From individual
The governor also has announced he that the greater number of students Judge Lewis declared that attempts indicated that William E, Werner, re- by the government. The senate bankcation, made by tne United States.
of opinion it seemed that would declare martial law.
candidate for chief judge of
All: of are put on an unequal footing with a
expressions
to prevent the mining of coal already publican
ing committee
.
.... , . i
today Incorporated
The nature of the memorandum is most. senators
the court of appeals, would win over
on me committee naa the troops are expected here this aft more favored class. If it were elimireIn
was
that feature in the administration,
on
the ground
conspiracy
said to call lor no other reply than not
inWilliam Bartlett, democratic and
nated the objections which have been
changed their favorable attitude ernoon.
straint of trade. If the coal is mined
cureucy bill by a vote of 'seven tc
compliance. How long Washington toward such a movement, but still
dependent league nominee, by 3,000 five.
The governor said he regretted that urged against the "pfom" would lose or
be
for shipment there could
ready
expects to wait for this compliance were
votes. It had been supposed heretothe troops had to be called' out, but their weight; indeed probably would
disposed to defer to the
Senators Reed and Hitchcock, demconspiracy to prevent its transporta fore that Bartlett would be elected by
after failing to receive a verbal re- dent and await an indication presi
he
and
was
from
critical
it
become
situation
Therefore
the
that
insignificant.
is
tion.
which
greatly
ocrats,
Is
a
joined the Ave republicans in
question
joinder
a substantial plurality.
would not delay longer.
him.
would seem the students should take
been called
the resolution, over the prowitnesses
have
for
Twenty
voting
interesting the few here who are con"Men are being assaulted and kill- the university rather than the selfish
The battleships Louisiana, New
mine
include
tests
Senators
before
the
of
Owen,
vinced of the passage of the communPomeret.e,
jury. They
MAJOR MILLER -- EAD
Hampshire and Michigan, of the sec-- ed," said the governor, "property Is point of view and abolish the house
other officials,
Hollis
and
the
and
ication from the United States gov- tond
O'Gorman,
Shafroth,
superintendents
"of
.
St. Louis, Nov.
The funeral
division of the Atlantic fleet, being destroyed and there is rioting party."
men not at work in the Major William H. Miller, who helped remaining democrats. Jointly framed
ernment to the provisional president
and
strikers
authori''Which
from
the
which were to be relieved
city
duty in the streets,
Mexico City itself still is Ignorant
mines. The first witnesses will be carry from the battlefield the first by Senators Reed, Hitchcock and
In Mexican waters on the arrival of ties have not controlled, and I feel it
STIEFEL TRIAL CONTINUES
new
representathe
of the nature of
heard tomorrow. Burning of the man killed! in the civil war, was held Weeks, the resolution is regarded by
action."
to
take this drastic
the four vessels of the third division, is my duty
of
Chicago, Nov. 6. Presentation
tions made by Washington to General were
at the Southwestern mine here today at the funily home. The some as the basis of a compromise
Labor leaders, when they heard the
defense in the case property
today formally ordered to reHuerta, The newspapers here have main at Vera Cruz. Orders were is- militia had been called out, protested evidence for the
near Aguilar is expected to be one body will be buried in the National between the White House and the
of Daniel Donahoe and Isaac Sitefel
in connec cemetery at Arlington, Va. Major Mil- senators in control of the committee.
printed only denials of the reports sued for the armored cruiser Cali- to Governor Ralston against his acof the matters consid-ewith conspiracy to defame
charged
until
today,
from the United' States
strike.
the
with
tion
ler was 74 years old. He Berved with
The provision in the house bill to
fornia to remain in Pacific Mexican tion. John J. Keogan, member of the Clarence S. Funk, began today, with
when they partially confirmed them.
civil
the
the
is
strike
the
union
that
It
inquiry
throughout
he
army
expected
to
the
the
told
last
orders
governor
compel national banks to subscribe
waters, although original
legislature,
Mayor Carter H. Harrison on the
The Herald, the only English daily
to relieve the Call- - was going to organize the strikers stand as a character witness for will last at least two weejrs. Walter war and afterwards engaged in In- ten per cent ot their capital to the
were
Pittsburgh
newspaper, published a dispatch from foroia.
P. Daily, representing Attorney Gen dian campaigns In the west.
new system, under penalty of losing
and meet the militia at the trains.
Donahoe.
.Vera Cruz stating that John Lind, the
eral Mciieynolds, is in charge of the
M. L. Clawson, a labor attorney, on
their charters, would be eliminated.
personal representative of President
j behalf of the
: Villa
AN EDITOR HURT
filed a written
Chihuahua
If after 60 days the public had not
Attacks
investigation.
strikers,
Wilson, had confirmed the reports of
subscribed all the capital, the banks
Boston, Nov. 6.
El Paso, Tex., ov. J. Advices from protest with the governor against the
made
by
"certain indications being
in Boston between Representative entering, the system would be requirMen Return to Work
.
strike..
In
..Tie
the
Few
and
Juarez
El.
received
in
Chihuahua
state,
interfering
"
.'
Washington to Mexico."
Trinidad, Colo.. Nov. C Miners 'wno xnoiiiBo Glbiln, and James E. Maguire, ed to 'take np the remaining stock.
Paso today say Pancho Villa, with a protest asserts that police and sheriff
Notwithstanding the necessary prehave been on a strike in the south- a newspaper editor, were resumed That was one of the proposals of the
force estimated at 6,000 protection was not exhausted and for
oonstitptional
cautions surrounding the transmission
iSS WILLIAMS ern fields are returning to work in when the two men met on the street Vanderlip plan.
men, began an attack upon. Chihuahua this reason the state should not inby Nelson O'Shaughnessy, American
small numbers, according to operat- today. When the argument was endterfere.
Control of the regional banks was
City at 10 o'clock last eight, i
charge d' affaires, of the Washington
noon
at
of
strikers
Union leaders declare that ed Maguire was taken to a hospital settled by a compromise resolution
A
mass
ors
made
in Juarez today
were
Efforts
meeting
today.
CHAIR- upt more than 20 have deserted this to be treated for a fractured skull, and
dispatch, enough has leaked out here to prevent the federal garrison there on the state house lawn was attended DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
offered by Senator Weeks, providing
'to fill thai city with rumors and end- from
hos-were
crowd.
of
IS
LEITER'S
MRS.
MAN'S BRIDE
Speeches
month,'.
Perfect
by a lare
prevails the police began a search for Giblin, that each regional bank have nine diquiet
learning of the beginning
Genwhat
to
as,
on
who was defeated for
less speculation today,
SISTER
tilities, as the commanders admit that made by J. J. Thorpe, first vice presithroughout the district with military
rectors, five to be selected by the
eral Huerta's course of action will be. the men might not he depended upon
iiit of the Amalgamated Association
section Tuesday.
detachments
every
patrolling
feedral
board
government
with
line
is
in
Opinion generally
6.
Nov.
Friends of where outbreaks have occurred.
to Chihuahua to reinforce of Street and lilectric Railway. Em
ordered
if
Washington,
and
four
banks.
Cuder
the
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by
the unofficial information obtainable the
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES
there. Chihuahua is said ployes oi America; Cal Wyatt, organ- William F. McCombs, chairman of the
inoculation of the solThe
first
be.
bill
would
garrison
the
nine
house
six
of
that
at the national palace last night
New York, Nov. 6. The
to he well defended, with a number of izer of the American Federation of democratic national committee, re- diers against typhoid fever was comchosen by tha banks.
comto
refuse
intends
Huerta
General
pieces of heavy artillery and a garri- Labor; State Senator Henry Harmon, ceived cable dispatches today an pleted today. No new cases were re- John Doe investigation into the
deTha action tod.-.- is thought to have
pliance with the United States'
Prosecutor Prank Baker and M. L. nouncing that he would be married in
son of several thousand.
General Chase was charges of Tmmany corruption made cleared tha
Adjutant
ported.
the
with
proway for an agreement ia
will
proceed
mands, but
M. E. Diebold, Inspector of Mexican Clawson, the labor attorney.
London tomorrow to Miss Dorothy today occupied with the supervision during the recent municipal campaign
and may hasten progcommittee
the
there
that
gram he has been following of
AH the speakers urged
a sister of Mrs. Joseph of supplies and routine military mc.t- - by John A. Hennessy was resumed to ress
consulates, says he has advices direct
of the bill. President Wilson has.
the Mexican congress and from Chihuahua this afternoon stat- be no violence and that the strikers Williams,
Letter.
day by District Attorney Whitman.
ters.
been conducting informal conferences
abiding by the finding of that body ing that the federal garrison at Ch- should assist in preserving law and
;u
was
Among those cited to appear were
announcement
The
unexpected
simrecent
elections,
with democratic senators over the
relative to the
that
announced
When
attack
order.
rebel
itvwas
ihuahua has repulsed the
and was a great surprise In diploma
Eugene D. Wood, a lobbyist of this
NOTED LAWYER DEAD
Washington's
the
ignoring
currency situation, and many are
ultaneously
Villa's army. Diebold says the militia would' be here today
tic and military social
New York. Nov. 6 Daniel O'Reilly, city and Albany, and George H. Mccircles, ia
Will by Pancho
a party conference, not necesurging
warning that the new congress
crowd
jeered.
the rebels, after skirmishing yesterdied today at Guire of Syracuse.
is prominent. It lawyer and
which the bride-to-bin the sense of a caucus, but
not be countenanced.
addressed
was
also
sarily
which
Ralston
Governor
a
made
attack,
night
day,
42 years old. Duras a movement to make the demoIt is declared the purposes repulsed, and that they today made the mass meeting. He told the strik- caused no less of a stir in political his home. He was
defended several
career
he
his
THE HEARING BEGINS
circles.
this
voiced
ing
were
cratic party sponsor for tha bill in.
of General Huerta
two attacks,; but were each time ers he was not responsible for present
Mi6S
left Washington noted criminal cases, among them the
Williams
Chicago, Nov. 6. Hearing of wit- the form in which the administration
morning to a person who is close to driven back by the federal garrison. conditions and that lie had done evPeter
Nan
of
NiaCaptain
aboard
Patterson,
trial
some
in the arbitration of differen wants it
nesses
time
the
yacht
ago
the provisional president. The presi- His dispatches, he says, give no de- erything in his power to arrange a
shaped.
on a trip Hains and Harry K. Thaw. More than ces existing
oetween
Leiter's
Mrs.
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uie cnicagu,
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the
all
gara
to
of caucus to take the bil
determined
Talk
reject
dent is
tails of the killed and wounded, but settlement.
disnow a decade ago he was an assistant
Burlington and Quincy railroad and out of the hands of the committee
demands set forth in the latest Amer intimate that the rebel loss has been
"Within the last few days," said around the world. The Niagara
of New York. O'Reilly's its trainmen began here this aftertrict
Mr.
attorney
for
is
at
resolved
Southampton
waiting
have
was revived after the administration,
ican communication and is
heavier than the federa1 and that the the governor, "lives and property
death, his friends assert, was directly noon. There are 39 points of conten- forces were outvoted
From my window I Leiter to join the party.
been destroyed.
to seat the congress just elected.
today. Senata
rebels still menace the city.
sentence
imposed
th'e
prison
Mr. McCombs has been abroad since due to
tion, involving wages, hours of em- leaders sent out notices to all demhave- seen laws violated. When I be
If congress, however, declares the
for receiving $S5,000 worth of bonds ployment and working conditions.
ocratic absentees urging them to recame governor of Indiana I took an almost immediately after election,
recent presidential election null and
Rebels Drtven Out
stolen from Aaron J. Bancroft, an
most
He
en
is
rest.
promthe
getting a
turn at once.
Movtnn ntv Nov. fi. The cities of oath to see that the laws were
void and makes arrangements for ana half years ago.
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inent possibility for ambassador to aged broker, two and
other election, General Huerta would j jviontemorelos and Caderieta Jiminez forced, and that 1 must do."
months'
five
a
For this he Berved
Washington, Nov. 6. Senator Luke
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(Continued on Page Four)
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across the hall and thus averted the
possible downfall of the leader' of
men. All honor to this grand woman
whose eyes peered through the
veils of the Great Temptation
and pulled !jer Iord and servant back
to the straight ajiS w&y roadshim-lilfr'P-
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Editor.

M. M. PADGETT

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

How does he tell fhls? Through the
patient efforts of those endeavoring to
revive his memory, by motions of the
left hand and the articulation of the
"hi" and "he," the only, utterance that
he can make.
By turning the collar on his coat
he signifies that he wore a uniform.
VVith pencil in left hand he crudely
draws an anchor with star,
pointing to his coat lapel, Indicates
that was the insignia he wore on his
coat. Again, drawing three bars, he
points to his sleeves to show that
there was the emblem on his coat
sleeve. Again, he points to- the an
chor, and would indicate that he
wore that emblem on his cap. That
he carried a sword he manifests by
pointing to the side on which it was
worn, and raising his left hand, goes
through the tactics of drawing his

FOR OVER SIX YEARS HE HAS
Professor McCiacken of the English
BEEN KNOWN BY INITIALS;
NAME FORGOTTEN
department at Yale has announced
the surprising, .amazing, astounding
belief that a student can acquire acRochester, Minn., Nov. C Who is
In the English by noting the J. C. R.? What is his name? Where
curacy
Entered at the postoffice at East
did he come from? Has he a relative or
language of the statute books.
' It is well for Yale that this advice
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transfriend In this wide world who knows
mission through the United States is home made. Had it been brought
him? Is there a single soul who can
mails as second class matter.
from abroad It would have had to pay Identify him, who can supply the link
duty as Imported steel raillery. Even that will bind his past with the pres
when considered as a domestic pro ent?
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
weapon.
Carrier
Such are the questions that for five
That J. C. R. has been connected
duct, it is hard to take It more eeDaily, by
05 riously than ordinary
Connecticut years or more officials of the Ro- with the navy or has seen service on
Per Copy
15
One Week
Irony.
chester state hospital for the insane the sea there is little doubt. Going
.65
The confusion of legal language Is have tried to solve. Such are the through a dictionary he points to 'he
One Month
7.50 a
On Year
The interpretation of a queries that have attracted Minneso
proverb.
flag and Indicates that
statute is worse than squaring the ta officials and have created a nation he served under a
Dally, by Mail
As
$e-One Year
circle. The supreme court Itself nev wide search for one who could give he discovers the picture of an Ameri3.00
Six Months
er undertakes to make clear the whole the smallest clue that would reveal can flag his face brightens, and, wav- meaning of a federal law, but con the unknown past. Such are the ques- - ing his hands, his eyes sparkling, he
tents itself with deciding some one tions that caused a search through the rapidly shouts "Hi-he- ,
Pic- WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
phrase of it by majority vote. Acts records of the navy department to tures of ships, battleships or scenes
-- $2.00
of state legislatures are conondrums establish the identity of this man of 'at sea particularly attract him, and
One Year
to guess at; and as for aldermanlc mystery, but the mystery remains un- - he indicates that he knows about
Six Months
ordinances, he that would study them solved.
them
for excellence of English had hetter
J. C. R. is not Insane. There Is no
"Who am I?" pitifully pleads J. C.
(Cash in Advance for Mail
cats up blind alleys in the R. himself, and the appeal has gone sign of Insanity, according to hospital
hunt
black
Subscriptions)
to every section of the country, but officials,
Remit by check, draft or money dark of the moon.
in the no one so far has given the answer.
means
he
If
such
imposed
not
we
will
otherwise
If
Through other sources the man of
sent
order.
J. C. R. is "the man who was," and mystery has indicated that he was
study of English, It is not strange that
be responsible for loss.
to play football, he seems doomed to close his years in born on Nov. 24, 1864, in Baltimore,
Specimen copies free on application. most students prefer
and that some of them in a recent an insane hospital and occupy the Md. Hia father was also in the navy.
as Professor MacCrack-e- grave of an unknown.
Both parents are dead. He had one
AT examination,
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Uuhe of 1.907 the limp form of sister, and, according to his tale, she
out, spelled and deIn
himself
points
EXPIRATION OF TIME
fined "agnostic" as one "who believes a stranger, was found lying along the lived in London.
He went to Anna
PAID FOR
just what he thinks," and "infidel" tracks of the Chicago and Northwest- polis when a small boy, he affirms,
as one who "has a religion of his ern railroad In the village of Waseca, and these enlisted in the nacy, being
Advertisers are guaranteed the own." New York World.
about 50 miles west of Rochester. He promoted from the lower ranks to
o
bad to all appearances suffered a that of an officer. He asserts that
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
stroke of apoplexy. The unknown he was a member of the Presbyterian
THE LOCAL PAPEK
Mexico.
was taken to the home of a man at church and had joined the Odd FelWaseca and given medical attention. lows in Baltimore. He says he serv
The local paper never gets credit
Not a mark of identification could ed in the Spanish-America- n
war un
TELEPHONES
for what it does, but it gets abund- be found about
him, not a letter or der Admiral Schley, and
now and
Main 2
Business 0' ce .
it
antly blamed for every little thing
paper in his clothes, no jewelry, no then, when the battleships are nam
Main 9
News Department
omits to do, says the Lincoln Sentimoney. He had nothing hut the clothes ed, he, ina somewhat undecided way.
nel. There is not another business in
that clad his body, and these, while believes he was or the New York. He
1913. any town that gets so little credit for
G,
NOVEMBER
TIU'USDAY,
ordinarily neat, were now shabby. He also indicates that he was with Adits efforts towards the upbuilding of bad not the
appearance of a tramp. miral Peary on one of his Arctic ex
the town as does the local paper. No one knew where he came from
THE SAVING OP SAM
peditions.
The worst of it is that the biggest and
could be learned about
While all efforts to corroborate
nothing
from
comes
him.
Until the present time the country share of the criticism
these statements have met with fail
toward
least
who
contribute
For ten months he was the ward of ure, he quickly recognizes the faces
has heard very little of Mrs. Samuel people
wife ot the president of the the support, of the paper.
that county, physicians hoping that of the high officers of the navy. The
hia condition would grow better and faces of Schley, Dewey, Sampson end
African Federation of Labor. Un-- j
that he would be able to offer an ex- Evans are readily- recognized, and
many other wives of distinguished ; TEACHERS PLAN WAGE FIGHT
'
St. Louis, Nov. 6. An organized planation of who he was, where he
public men Mrs. Gompers has been
bring forth a broad smile. A shori
movement to secure better salaries came from, where he was
(onttnt. to remain in the spmi-ob- going and time ago a photograph of Captair
like how he got there.
jVa time passed, Bartlett wlio si going with Amundsen
:?; '! of her home, without seeking for Missouri school teachers is
con there was not the
the
Gom-i't
to
launched
annunl
at
be
ly
to bolster up Mr.
t pvcruiuUIes
slightest sign of im- to seek the North Pole, appeared In
record or interfere with his vention of the State Teachers' asso provement. The man had lost his a paper. While glancing through the
in this city speech and the use of his entire right
I
iiKinrss, says the Kansas City Jour ciation, which convened
paper J. C. R. noticed the .picture,
attend side through paarlysis. When press- and
a
with
today
never
In
nal.
fact, the country might
quickly, with his face beaming
have known that there was a Mrs. ance. The convention will continue ed to tell who he was, he could only with smiles, went to one of the hos
Gompers at all had it not been that three days and already bids fair to be signify that he did not know, He pital officials and showed it to him
a moment arrived when.lt was neces- the most important In the history of was a blank; his entire past had been asserting that he knew him and that
snatched from his memory.
he had been with Peary the same
sary for her to seize Mr. Gompers the association.
salof
In
to
addition
the
question
him
With no sign of recovery the county time as Bartlett.
coattail
and
the
'
yank
firmly by,
out of the zone of temptation. She aries, the convention will give its at- officials decided a place must be found
Recently, when Amundsen deliverdid not quarrel with him; nor did she tention to the educational outlook in for him. ft was not a case for the ed his lecture in Rochester on the disupbraid him for his momentary weak- Missouri, betterment of the rural poor farm. But where could they send covery of the South Pole; Dr. A. F.
ness. She just quietly but sternly told schools, vocational training and the him? As a last resort he was officially Kilbourne, superintendent of the
committed to the state hospital for state hospital, accompanied J. C. R.
him that he should remember his subject of Industrial education.
P. the insane at Rochester and taken to to hear him, in order to watch the inState Superintendent William
years and dignities and that he must
not cavort around with other women. Evans, president of the association, that institution in April of 1908, his terest of the man of mystery. As the
All happened in Chicago, that hi? called the gathering to order this commitment being made as "Richard pictures were flashed on the screen
deRoe, an unknown," which will be his and the discoverer of the South Pole
city of wickedness and frivolity. The morning and Archbishop Glennon
Women's Trade Union League of Chi- livered an address of welcome. Prom- legal title In the state until his iden- narrated his tale, J. C. R. would clap
his hands, and to Dr. Kilbourne
cago gave a ball In honor of the visit inent educators to be heard at the tity is revealed.
Now as Mr. Gom- subsequent sessions include President
Time and aagiu in his own mute would exclaim, "Hi-he- ,
ol! Mrs. Pankhurst.
his onpers happened to be In town it was E. B. Bryan of Colgate university, Dr. way he has told his story to the offi- ly method of affirmation.
How did he become known as "J. C.
only natural that he should be invited Earl Barnes of Philadelphia, C. A. cials of the hospital and to newspato attend this function and take a Prosser, secretary of the Socioty for per correspondents. In every instance R."? Officials in the hospital, who
prominent part. Somebody suggested the Promotion of Industrial Educa- his story has been practically the are intensely Interested In the case,
that It would be a beautiful thing if tion, and Dr. P. P. Claxton, United same. But. the most remarkable part have endeavored to teach the man to
tates commissioner of education.
of the entire case Is the fact that write with his left hand, and he has
Mr. Gompers and Mrs. Pankhurst
while he can recall if his tale is true progressed sufficiently to make a
should lead the grand march and start
A TRIPLE WEDDING
a part of his past, the date of his scrawl of a few letters of the alphathe festivities. We do not imagine
The rare spectacle of three couples birth, where he was born, how he was bet. By this he at first signified that
that Mr. Gompers is much of a dancer. Hia years and weight and the receiving the sacrament of matrimony hurt at Waseca, the last mission of he knew the initials of his name were
; oleum cares of his office have not at the same nuptial mass was witness- his active life, his memory is an en- "J. C. R." but these he has since
conducive to tripping the light ed at 8 o'clock this morning in the tire blank on that all Important ques- changed to "J. R. R." He gives the
, been
date of his birth by taking a calendar
But leading a grand march Cathedral of St. Francis, says the tion of who he is.
"tic.
ran!
J. C. R., according to his story, was and pointing to November, and then
doc rot call for much agility or ex Santa Fe New Mexican.
The Rt. Rev. Monsignor Fourcnegii an officer In the United States navy. to 24. He writes "1SG4" to show the
perience. No doubt Mrs. Pankhurst
could !i:vn steered him through the celebrated the mass ;.nd married the He had been commissioned to go from year. He tells of his Journey from
a
mazes f the march. The thing seem- couples, first administering the sac- Washington to San Francisco with Washington by movement of the left
arm
from east to west and on the
Gom-p'- s rament to Marr Vincent Dohrer and
Mrs.
But
and
board
to
on
deliver
proper.
ed ri?ht
government papers
war not yet consulted. When Miss May Magdalena Baca. Miss Paul- a ship in dock at the place. He had map indicates the places. By calling
names of the different rails.
ihere was an immediate ina Garcia was the bridesmaid and performed his duty and had started to him the
ai'.o
roads he Is enabled to distinguish the
James Baca the best man.
scheme.
to
whole
Northern
the
Great
the
Minneapolis
by
quietus upon
one over which he has- traveled, anThe second couple was Juan Ramon railroad. He
Mrs. Compers simply wasn't going
had, he claims, $300 in
Miss
when he hears the
C. de Baca.
Romero
and
Vicentita
swering "Ha-he- "
Em
He
with
some
admits
he
that
met
money.
to have ber Sem tangoing
one and shaking his head to reL. Ortiz was the bridesMies
Julian
right
companions in the Mill City and with
meiine even it in a good cause. Mrs maid and Louis S. Ortiz the
best man. them enjoyed a few drinks. In com- spond in the negative.
Pankhurst frould kick up her heels if
After five years In the state hosThe third couple was Hilarlo Gabal-baldowith two other men and three
wanted to but not with Sam Gomwith no hopes or recovery, with
and Mlse Joseflta Rodriguez. pany
pital
diwomen he left the city, going to Wapers. The iii4oxlcation of social
the story of his service in the navy
Miss Candelaria M. Alarid was the
version miht have clouded tempor- bridesmaid and G. Alire the best man. seca, where the party left the train. as a clue, the state hospital officials
walked down the track a short
arily the vision of the president of
began a rigid investigation and comAll of the brides and bridesmaids They
the American Federation of Labor; he were gowned In white and looked very distance, and there he was struck over municated with the navy department.
mtght have forgotten his strikes and pretty. The bridal couples were given the head, and from that day to this The matter was taken up at Washinghis memory is a blank as to his
ton and the records searched back for
hia arbitrations; his wage scales and seats In the sanctuary.
his demands, his duty to the downmany years, but not & clue could be
Monsignor
weddings
Following the
Every detail of the story of J. C. f0UiI11 that would throw any light on
trodden and the Industrial slaves Fourchegu address a few words of
of advice
!iiiil;hig their fetters in the gloom
to the six persons he had just R. has "time and time again been the mystery.
Even
the
great
lives.
told, without a single contradiction.
From Newark, N. J., came word that
married.
their Knl.mr'rged
can
officials
no
looked upon the
find
Yet
the
man of mystery was Lieutenant
government
have
ir.iht
were
served
Wedding breakfasts
Gompers
vivacious Emmeline with a brighten-iji- after the ceremony, carriage after car- trace of an officer in the navy who Jacob Rotrom of the United States
cye and furtively flung out a leg riage coming to the cathedral to get disappeared during that time, nor is navy, under whom the writer had
war
sun! essayed the role of nimble gal- members of the various wedding there a record of any officer going served In the
offl- - at the battle of Matanzas on the bat-cllant. But Mrs. Gompers was right parties. The Majestic cafe served the to San Francisco with important
documents and not returning to tleshlp New York. "The writer gave
breakfast for Mr. and Mrs.
there on t job. Tn the moncot of wed-'!nhis name as Vogel, declaring that, he
,
i.
report.
die who called 'Sam' Rnn.on Romero.
's
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COTTON

QUILTED

We are showing the largest, most varied line of Bl&nkets a.nd Comforts in
the city, including any quality you may wish, all of which offer the greatest

value for the money.

BLANKETS

COMFORTS

In blankets we are showing all desirable colors and
white also checks in all qualities from the small cotton
blanket to the largest all wool blanket. Full size, extra

Our line of hand knotted commits Is unequalled they
are filled with good white cotton, covered with a good
grade of Satine or Silkoline, and closely knoted by band.
We a'so are showing a good variety of quiltted comforts,

weight and exceptional quality in all.

GSc Up to St 5. OO

a .Pair

SI.5Q to $12.50 Each

SEE OIR

Everything

PILLOWS

"Hi-he,-

,

wanted to go back to the sea; but as
unknown he preferred to die. He
was not afraid. The continuance of
the queries daily coming resulted in
postponement of the surgical ordeal,
and J. C. R. was plainly disappointed.
Finally the day was set.
Early in July J. C. R. went to the
surgeon's table. Dr. E. H. Beckman
performed the operation. A large cyst
was removed. But the memory cells
were dead. The last hope had failed.
There was no chance that J. C. R.
would regain his memory. According
to the physicians, the cyst could have
been the result of a blow upon the
head or a stroke of apoplexy. The
lapse of time had sent the deadening
matter to the brain, cells and gradually they were dying out. Only a scar
remained. There was no chance for
them to return. The dead memory
cells occupied but one part of the
brain and the balance was in perfect
condition.
The removal of the cyst
ended a further decaying of the brain,
which ultimately would have resulted;
but the last hope of restoring the
memory was gone.
J. C. R. is today physically better
than before the operation. His memory Is no better. There is no hope.
Daily he continues as a ward at the
state hospital, unclaimed by friend or
kin. But he still believes his memory
will return.
J. C. R., as near as can be learned,
is about 49 years old. He is 5 feet
4
Inches in height and weighs 146
pounds. His complexion is inclined to
ruddy, his eyes brown and hie hair
nearly black, well shaped head and
firm mouth and well kept teeth.
Other marks of identification include a dark, circular tattoo mark on
the front of his left forearm near the
elbow. He has a small round scar over
his left eyebrow. The second finger
of his left hand shows a slight deformity on the end, due to a cut. There
is a scar at the base of the first finger of his left hand and on the back
of Its first joint; also a
scar
on the base of the first finger of the
right hand. He has a scar ons the
left side of the neck, another just back

an

BEDDING

of the right ear aud a vaccination

fs spbsisia.
Declare War on Colds
A crusade of education which alma
"that common colds may become uncommon within the next generation"
has been begun by prominent New
York' physicians.
Here Is a list of the
"don'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the

cold:
"Don't sit In a draughty car."
"Don't sleep In hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance."
To which we would add when you
take a cold to get rid of It as quickly
as possible. To accomplish that you
will find Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy most excellent. Sold by all dealers. Adv.
NEBRASKA SUFFRAGISTS MEET
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 6. Enthusiasm

,

1--

appeared to be the keynote at the
opening here today of the annual
meeting of the Nebraska Woman's
Suffrage association. The roll call
of delegates
showed an attendance
from practically every county in the
state. A large part of the two days'
meeting will be devoted to the discussion of plans for a vigorous campaign to secure the full rights of
franchise for the women of Nebraska. Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, president of the national organization, is
here as the guest of the convention.
More Bottles Sold Each year
It Is easy to understand why an
increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Edward Street, Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when he writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
has always proven an effective remedy, quickly relieving tickling In the
throat, and stopping the cough with
no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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scar

on the left arm.
Is J. C. R. faking . This theory, too,,
has been investigated. The hospital
authorities and other experts say his
efforts to assist in identifying himself
are sincere, and that the symptoms of
the disease against which he is strug-llr- rr

,

n

and

SidoBojja.

had seen J. C. R.'s picture in Newark
papers and recognized him immediately. J. C. R. was questioned. Did
you know a man by name of Vogel In
"
the navy?,
declared the unknown, his face brightening with joy.
"Are, you Lieutenant Jacob Rotrom?"
came the query. The unknown studied. His face was a picture of anguish as he sought to link that name
with his own. He could not answer.
"Is your first name Jacob?" With inexpressive joy J. C. R. had found his
first name and' happily he shouted in
the affirmative, later giving assurance
that he thought his name was ' Rotrom." Since then, however, be does
not recognize either name.
Another communication was rushed
to the navy department and another
Investigation followed. Back came the
reply that there was no Vogel and no
Lieutenant Jacob Rotrom on the register of the navy. Vogel, however, has
since maintained that he served In
the navy under a Lieutenant Jacob
Rotrom.
With the story of the case, a description of the man and a photograph
appearing in the Aimy and Navy Journal, not a reply came from any In the
service giving any clue, and the case
continued a mystery. Little hope was
left of revealing his identity and there
seemed but one chance left an operation. Would the surgeon's skill remove a pressure on the brain, where
J. C R. declared he was struck, and
where there were marks of a scar. The
question went to the board of control,
from whom permission must be secured, J. C. R. being a ward of the
state. Permission was granted. The
plan was made known to J. C. R.
Would he submit to an operation
that was exteremely delicate and
might result in death? The unknown's
face lighted with joy. Surely an operation was the key to success. He
indicated to the physicians that the
removal of a pressure would restore
his mental functions and give him the
use of his limbs. But he was told it
might mean death. At this he only
smiled. Death was nothing to him.
He wanted to learn his Identity. He

'
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RENEHAN, SANTA FE ATTORNEY,
IS MAKING STRONG ATTEMPT
TO KEEP HIS LICENSE

W0L1AII SUFFERED HANDCUFFED MAN RaSWELL

TEN YEAHS
From Nervousness Caused by
Female Ills Restored to
Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
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Columbia
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ACTION OF THE ROCK ISLAND IN savs Mrs. essie Sham nf tuia -- ii
"I wished f would die and be relieved
BUYING LAND CAUSES AP- of my suffering, from womanly troubles.
PREHENSION
1 Could
not pet up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in bed
New York, Nov. 6. Henry Elionsky,
I could not do my
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 6 Roswell is most of the time.
who at 19 years asserts he is the disturbed as to what the action of the housework.
The least amount of work fired m
champion trick swimmer of the world, Rock Island means by buying up all
out. My head would
and I would
swam from the Battery to Bay Ridge the small farms
along the upper iremoie ior an nour orswim,
more, finally, I
yesterday afternoon with hands and Hondo river.
look Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
feet manacled while he towed a boat
This section is a greater feeder to am not bothered with pains any more,
I don't have to go to bed. In
and
in which were his brother Morris and the Pecos
fact,
valley metropolis and the i am souna ana
well ot an my troubles."
six other men.
news that the railroad already gets a
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
Elionsky set out to prove he could big part of the waters that it is claimhelps to make them strong. It acts with
do what no other man had ever done ed
belongs rightfully to the Rio Hon- nature not against her. It is for the
and he succeded.
Just to make do water users, and, which they now tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
things a bit' difficult for himself he have a suit in the courts for Its ad- - as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
a. uu,
uBU mo temperature of indication causes some alarm.
.
strengthen the worn-osystem.
the water was 45 degrees above zero.
The Rock Island railroad has
e
If you are a woman, suffering from
any
did not oil himself, as
long dis- - ready ,J0Ught many of the farmg ag of the numerous symptoms of womanly
tance swimmers do.
.
take
Cardui.
It
trouble,
will
iT
n
help you.
xteueuuy luey nave At all druggists.
The boat he picked out weighed 350 'u
bought the Pete Burlesoi place, the
pounds and the men he chose to ride
tfritt to: Chattanooga Medietas Co., Ladies'
inattj anu uiucii), ituu nave even Advisory Depl., Chattanooga, Term., for Sfecial
in it were by no means
on your case and
Instructions
lightweights.
book, "Home
the od Linco,n hotel
Treatment for Women." in plain wrapper. M.C 133
All told they weighed 1,202 pounds.! bought
and Roswell visitors up that way say
The rope he tied about his waist was
a heavy hemp affair and did not add that the quaint old town of Lincoln
will soon only bo a fond memory, and for years, over the waters of the riv.
materially to his comfort.
The swimmer tied his feet together not a historic sight to tourists trav- er's waters which feed the Hondo
at the Battery sea wall and then per eling over the national highway as Btream. They claim that the railroad
mitted his friends to tie his hands, l'as been expenceted that it would is getting more water than they are
entitled to, and while the dry Hondo
At 12:55 he was ready for the start be.
The m0VH ot the nock island In lands are thirsting and thousands of
and at a signal Hnnofi inf tw .
For an Instant he shivered and then buyin" up the far,ns and lowing the acres of virgin lands are not producpawed the water, dog fashion, in the 8ma" farmer8 to leave not only means ing a cent, the Rok Island is pumping
direction of Buttermilk channel, while a UPtnment t0 Roswell, they say, but water to Vaughn and selling it to the
11 kliI
'"co'n and Capitan, and great Sant.a Fe railway system.
moving picture operators turned the
hurt Picacho and the other mountain
cranks of their machines.
Business men of Roswell are inves"I hope to go seven miles," said and foothill towns.
tigating the motive back of the Rock
The Rock Island and the Rio Hondo Island's move.
Elionsky just before he set out. "I
know the water is going to be cold, water users under the government rebut I can stand i.t for five and a half clamation have been at, loggerheads
Subscribe for The- Opttc.
hours and probably longer. I was in
the water five hours and thirty-fou- r
minutes the last time I tried to swim
to Coney Island1 with manacles on,
ut

al-H-

'

RAISED

TO ENTERTAII
And Be Free From Her Troubles,
tut Finds Better Way.

NEW YORKER, HEAVILY IRONED,
PULLS SEVEN MEN IN A
HEAVY BOAT
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FID

To K:r

COULD DIE

SAFETY

FISH
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F EARS WISHED SHE

FOB TRADE'S

SWIMS LIKE A

Auburn, N. Y. "I suffered from
Santa Fe, Nov. 6. Some progress nervousness
for ten years, and had such
was noticeable in the trial of the
organic pains that
ahan disbarment proceedings in the
sometimes I would
lie in bed four days
supreme court when it was announced
at a time, could not
that the relator this afternoon expecteat or sleep and did
:b
ed to call the first witness on the
c
not want anyone to
to
afterthis
Previous
charge.
talk to me or bother
noon all the witnesses had been asked
me at all. Someto testify regarding the Lovato grant
times I would suffer
heirs case. However, J. H. Cosset
for seven hours at a
time. Different docof Kio Arriba county, will probably
tors did the best
tie called before the afternoon session
they could for me
adjourns, and his testimony, it is said,
will relate to the second charge on until four months ago I began giving
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comwhich the proceedings against Mr. Lydia
a trial and now I am in good
pound
Kenehan are based.
Mrs. William H. Gill, 15
health."
Charles C. Catron, Senator T. B. Pleasant Street, Auburn, New York.
Catron and Antonio Faustin Lovato
were the witnesses and the order In 'Doctor's Daughter Took It."
St Cloud, Minn. "I was so run down
which they were called yesterday aftoverwork and worry that I could not
ernoon, and Lovato was on the stand by
stand it to have my children talk aloud
when the trial commenced this mornor walk heavy on the floor. One of my
ing. Following him Antonio Domingo friends said, 'Try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Lovato, a brother of the previous wit Vegetable Compound, for I know a doc
ness, was called and he occupied the tor's daughter here in town who takes
stand during the remainder of the it and she would not take it if it were
not good.'
forenoon session.
" I sent for the Compound at once and
As stated yesterday, the) cross exam
ination Is generally very thorough and kept on taking it until I was all right."
Mrs Bertha M. Quickstadt, 727 5th
takes up considerable more time ,than
Avenue, S., St. Cloud, Minn.
the direct testimony oi' the witnesses,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comwho so far have all been introduced
pound may be relied upon as the most
the
relator. Yesterday afternoon, efficient
by
remedy for female ills. Why
about 5:30, the court was compelled don't you try it?
to call attorneys to order, and it is
said that before the court began this the Clovis city rate $0,012, Clevis
morning a wordy duel not on the pro school district rate, $0,020. Including
the state rate the tota' rate in the
gram was staged,
After having followed the trial pret- city of Clovis is $0.0581. The rate in
ty closely for three days now, this Curry county outside of Clovis is
impression has been left on an en- $0.0201 plus the local district school
but I am not going to try to make the
tirely disinterested person, namely, levy.
,
that but little attention is being paid, Banta Fe county, including Santa Fe island this time."
to the refutation of any charges there city, has a total rate of $0.0745, a half
The swimmer's' 250 pounds surged
may be against Mr. Renehan, by his mill more than last year.
through the water and the boat with
No Extra Session
its excited passengers surged after it.
attorneys in their cross examination,
but instead they have grilled the witGovernor William O. McDonald re- Trailing along went a launch owned
nesses unmercifully with the evident turned last evening from several days by Frank Duffy of Ulmer
park, with
intention of developing irregularities in Lincoln and Chaves counties over- its passengers muffled comfortably in
'
among them also. A number of minor seeing cattle shipments. He said he great coats and sweaters.
things have been ffeveloped 'by the had heard nothing of any extra ses- I, The swimmer was about to tow his
cross examination urnlch it is hard to sion of the legislature except a few burden into the channel when a swell
connect with Mr. Renehan's dealings newspaper comments, and that no re- hit him and he
and the boat were
in the case, although these facts do quests had been made to him for an foreed
under a pier. After he had gol
show
not
up the witnesses in. any too extra session. On account of the out he headed for Governor's
island.
death of General Brookes he was un- Passing around it rrcnk side lie
good a light.
wrk
Court Tax Levies
able to give much time to his official ed in toward the
Brooklyn shore,
Inasmuch as the taxation question is duties today, although it is understood which he followed until
he reached
one of supreme importance in New that a number of matters of
import Bay Ridge, where he landed at 4
Mexico today, the New Mexican has ance are on his desk awaiting his at o'clock.
compiled the following summary of tention.
"I could have gone further," said
the tax rate in several counties, and
Elionsky, "but I thought that was
tliers will be given as they are fixed
enough for the afternoon. I figure
by the various boards of county com TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
that the distance was eight miles,
missioners.
counting the detour I made around
In Colfax county the rate including
Governor's island.
IIAlIi
FALLING
biOPS
the Raton city levy is ?0.OCO83 on the
"I want to issue an open chellenge
dollar as compared with $0.0C45 for
GIRLS! TRY THIS! MAKES YOUR to any long distance swimmer in the
last year. Outside the city of Raton
world. I consider myself the AmeriHAIR THICK, GLOSSY, FLUFFY,
the Colfax county rate is $0.0136.
can champion when it comes to long
BEAUTIFUL
The Sierra county commissioners
distance
swimming without taking
Within ten minutes after an applihave fixed the levy there, at $0.0171
nourishment
in the water. I didn't
of
cation
a
Danderine
cannot
find
you
for the county plus $0.0136 fcr the
trace of dandruff or falling hair have a bite to eat or a drink while
single
state, making $0.0307 for the county
swimming today. On August 20 I was
outside of the school district levies, and your scalp will not itch, "but what in the water 15 hours and 20 minutes
will please you most will be after a
and any special .levy to which a taxnew without nourishment
few weeks' use, when you
payer might be liable on account of
; -fine
and
first
at
ye
downy
being a cattle, isheep or goat owner. hair,
new
over
all
hair
but
really
growing
The special levy for these purposes
EST LAXATIVE FOR
are: Cattle sanitary board, $0.0035; the scalp.
A little Danderine immediately doueradication of diseases, $0.0035'; sheep
bles the beauty of your hair. No difsanitary board, $0,008. The rate in
A S CAR ETS"
BO W ELS--"- C
ference how dull, faded, brittle and
Hillsboro,
including , state, county,
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
school district
and
all
levies is
Danderine
and carefully draw it
$0.0437.
WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY,
through your hair, taking one small
In Curry county the
BREATH
county rate and
BILIOUS,
BAD,
tlie rate in Clovis is slh.htt,- io00 ihm strand at a time. The effect is amaSTOMACH SOUR
in 1912. The county rate is
zingyour hair will be light, fluffy
$0.0125..
and wavy, and have an appearance of Get
a
box.
abundance; an incomparable lustre,
r;
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
softness and luxurian.ee.
and stomach clean,-- pure and fresh
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
toiDanderine from any drug store or
few days with
let counter, and prove that your hair passageway every
Cathartic
Castor Oil or
Salts,
Pills,
is as pretty and soft as any that it
Toux Feet Glow With Joy and
Waters?
Purgative
Delight has been neglected and injured by
m a uiorious roowiatn of TIZ.
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
careless treatment that's all you
Cascarets
cleanse and regthoroughly
and
can
hair
have
'beautiful
surely
ulate the stomach, remove the sour
lots of it if you will just try a little
and fermenting food and foul gases,
Danderine. Adv.
take the excess bile from the l'.ver
and carry out of the system all the
UNIVERSITY
HEADS MEET
waste matter and poi3ons
constipated
Urbana, 111., Nov. 6. The Univer in the bowels.
sity of Illinois is entertaining for two
A Cascaret tonight will make you
days the fifteenth annual conference feel great
by morning. They work
of the Association of American Uni- while
you sleep never gripe, eicKtn
versities. The attendance includes or cause
any inconvenience, and cist
representatives of nearly a score of only 10 cents a box from your drugthe leading' Institutions of learning gist. Millions of men and women
throughout the country.
take a Cascaret now and then and
TIZ Made Us the
Today was devoted to a meeting of never have Headache, Biliousness,
Boys.
Make your tired feet happy In a quick the executive committee of the asso- Coated
Sour
Tongue, Indigestion,
TIZ
It draws out the ache ciation and meetings of the confer Stomach or
Bowels.
Cas
d
Constipated
and agony .from every
pore. No more tender, tired, aching, ence of deans and similar officers of carets
in every household.
belong
d
swollen feet; no more
graduate schools. Tomorrow the con Children just love to take them. Adv.
s.
socks, or mortifying
TIZ, for tender feet, will quickly cure ference will hear an address by Presi
you of all foot troubles. If you have corns, dent John Grier Hibben of Princeton
In damp, chilly weather there Is
bunions, calluses or chilblains, TIZ will
relievo them at once.
university on "The Type of Graduate always a lartre. demand, for.
Get TIZ and TIZ only1, don't accept
SNOW LINIMENT because
Other prominent speakers
substitutes. See that "Walter Luther Scholar."
who know by experience
many
people
&
on
is
box.
the
Co.,"
Podge
nf the day will include Professor Guy its
printed
great relieving power in rheuTVj is on sale everywhere, at druggists'
and department stores, price 25c. If Stanton Ford of the University of matic aches and pains, prepare to
your dealer won't supply you, we will
send by mail on receipt of price. Wal- Minnesota and William D. Johnston, apply it at the first twinge. Price
ter Luther Dodge & Co., 1223 Bo. Wa- III rarian of Columbia
bottle. Sold
25c, SOc and $1.00-pebash Ave., Cuicaeo.
university.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
'
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A Real

TEACHERS
-

.v.vTHE ALBUQUERQUE

COMMERCIAL
CLUB TO MAKE THE
PEDAGOGUES FEEL AT HOME

One of the most Important matters ahnt
which women concern theniselvoB Is their
And sh
future status as a grandmother.
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 6. Secre Is wisdom Itself who knows of or learns
remedy, Mother's Friend.
tary Tom Egan of the Commercial of thatis famous
for tha
an external
This
club and the soliciting committee of abdominal muscles andapplication
breasts. It cerair
wonderful
a
has
Influence,
allays
tainly
that organization charged with the fear, banishes all
pain, is a most grateful
t
work of raising an entertainment fund encouragement
the young, expectant
her to go through the
of $750 for the entertainment of the mother, and permits
period happy in mind, free In body and
New Mexico Educational association thus destined to anticipate woman's greatest happiness as nature intended she ghotildL
Tranksgiving week have practically
The action of Mother's Friend makes the
completed their work, after a week or muscles free, pliant and responsive to expansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
more of canvassing.
Through the the nerves and ligament is avoided, and.
of discomfort and conindustry of the committee and the In place of a period
sequent dread, it is a season ot calm reposo
public spiirt of the citizens practical- and joyful expectation.
There is no nausea, no morning sickly the entire sum was assured by to- ness,
no nervous twitching, nunc of that
day, which means that the club will constant strain known to bo many women,
hence Mother's Friend Is really one f tho
have ample cash handy for the progreatest blessings that could be devised.
Tills splendid and certain remedy can be
per reception and entetrainment of
of any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
the delegates to one of the most im- had
Is sure to prove of Inestimable value, not
only upon the mother, but upon the health
portant gatherings ever held in
end future of the child. Write to Rradlleld
Hegulator Co., 3 32 Lamar Bide., Atlanta,
tia., lor ide book to expectant mowers.
Roswell to Send 25

f

The city of RoBwell alone will send
25 or more teachers to the convention of the State Educational association, accoring to advices received
from Roswell.
The Roswell board of
education will declare a full week's
Thanksgiivng vacation in order to allow the teachers to come.
Chaves
county outside of Roswell will also
send a big delegation so that the Pecos valley country is to make one
of the big noises of the convention.
Varsity Musicians Practicing
The U. N. M. Glee club has well under way the work of preparing for

the teachers' association and is having practice In earnest. Miss McFie is
drilling the club in her customary capable manner, and there is no doubt
but that when the Glee clubs at the
association have all had their little
turn, the U. N. M. Glee club will come
out on top.
The orchestra

has practised assid-ouslpreparatory to playing during
A number
new
the convention.
ones have signified their intention of
joining, and with this extra membership, the orchestra should be n credit
to the institution.
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Come down to the office

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put it off too
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from our beautiful line
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NEW TRIAL REFUSED
NOT SO "INNOCENT"
The case of Porter, Flshback - o.
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 6. Chargvs. D. J. McCanne, treorge W. T. ':: ;!
ed with righting and threatening the
and others, involving the disposition
conductor of a southbound train,
of certain funds aggregating $52,000,
Ynnocent Mata, who lives In ChihuaON
LOOK
which the defendants claimed was due
hua, was fined $10 and costs by Pothem for certain services rendered
lice Magistrate Craig this morning.
and properties transferred to the Fort
Mata, according to his story, was in
Sumner Land and Development comcharge of a party of Mexican laborers,
enroute from Chanute, Kans., to their
pany, at the time of the building of
the dam and canal of this project, was
ON
homes in Old Mexico. He had been
for BASKETBALL GAME AND BAILE heard before Judge Leahy this mornwith transportation
(Continued From Page One.)
THERE WILL BE SOMETHING DO- furnished
2G men, but when the conductor out
NEXT WEEK WILL BE LARGE.
ing in chambers on a motion of the
ING IN THE BIG CONTEST
defendants to have judgment and de- disappearing, as this is the first time
of Albuquerque counted noses he disLY ATTENDED
IN A DAY OR TWO
cree heretofore entered set aside German battleships have been dis
natives of Huer- covered 29
to lo-- j
Tickets for the basketball game and and grant a new trial. After hearing patched from the North sea fleet since
Miss Ivan Bloom still heads the ta's bailiwick. Not being able
were
without
who
hombres
cate
the
dance to be given at the armory a the testimony in the case some the naval rivalry between Germany
vote contest that Is being managed
a and Great Britain became acute.
on the train the conductor week from tomorrow
to
be
right
New
of
the
Lubln
night have been months ago Judge Leahy rendered
by ''Daddy" Jacoby
in
the
of
Mata,
and
the
favor
domo,
the
judgment
mayor
plaintiffs
Mexico Motion Picture company of gave
printed and a large advance sale has
D. J. McPledras Negras Attack Postponed
the purpose of proclaiming Romalne choice of pointing out the intruders been made. The tickets have been ordered that the defendants,
Mata.
train.
and
off
Canne
the
W.
return Eagle Pass, Tex., ??ov. 6. Constituobjector
George
Temple,
getting
distributed by members of the city
Fielding the most popular motion picto the Fort Sumner Land and Devel tionalist leaders apparently have halted and made a war talk, knives were oasketball team
ture player In the United States.
and a number have
row was in prosthe $32,000 appro- ed their proposed attack on Pledras
Miss Bloom now has 4,701 votes drawn and a lively
been placed ou sale at the drug opment company
A tight feeling in the chest accom- vous and rergular todaq. Local pit
Here
was
reached.
them.
when
Isleta
After argument to- Negras until they can analyze the impriated
by
pect
to her credit and is still working. The
stores. It is expected that 'by the
panied by a short, dry cough, indi- conditions affected the market more
who
to
the
motion
denied
and
Mata
another,
appeared
port of American demands on General cates an inflamed condition' in the than
sale will day Judge Leahy
eiandlng of the other contestants Js
any other thing, as statistical
were latter part of this week the
for new trial.'"
Huerta. Yesterday tney had posted lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
Miss Audrey Burns, 2,0CS; Miss be a leader of the disturbers,
be
heavier.
at home and abroad, showed
data,
e
HOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
of
SYROfficer
size
in
Special
charge
troops at points forming a
Wright, 2,027; Edwin Rosenthal, 510; given
The team will practice tonight at
each bottle a tree little or no change since yesterday.
with
you
UP;
get
to
sent
and
back
Albuquerque.
Thomas
the
around
city.
Fred Lewis, 403; Max Ilfeld, 422; O.
and again on Monday
HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS The influential buying at the opening
It was necessary, before the train ar- the armory
The numbers involved on both PLASTER for the chest. The syrup
C. Cero, 200.
The
official
DIRECTS
of
two
the
KCQGLER
night.
lineup
was VaV4, cent lower to that
o!
sides in the military movement oppo- relaxes the tightness and the plaster which
Mr. Fielding is not leading the New rived at Isleta for the members
to arm themselves with shot- teams will be announced Monday
fed- draws out the inflamation. It is an amount up, gave an upturn to prices,
crew
the
because
small
are
Pass
site
the
at
contest
presEaglo
York Telegraph
night.
erals and constitutionalists have sent Ideal combination for curing colds but it was slight and did not last, the
ent time. However, "Daddy," with guns from the express car In order
TEAMS
The dance will be a most enjoyable
ATHLETIC
market sagging to yesterday's close
Mexi
overawe
to
the
obstreperous
the
an
explamajority of their men to Monterey. settled In the lungs. Sold by Cena funny wink, has always
of music obtainable
The
best
affair.
or a fraction above. The market
Co.
Adv.
cans.
tral
Drug
nation for that and his motto 13 that
Mexican has been secured and no restriction
closed strong at a net advance of
second
the
Jose
ACCUSED
Olguln,
IS
POSTMASTER
lie should worry.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
to
cent.
and will be placed on the dancers so far FORMER
,
UNIVERSITY
NORMAL
Alhunuernne. N. M.. Nov. 6 The
"We will lead that contest all of a was charged with being drunk
New York, Nov. 6. Experimental
is concerned. Good order
as
not
of
was
Corn
IS
TULAROSA
PLAYER
his
WITH
said
to
same
ragging
be
under
the
plea
notwithstanding
former
A.
post
Davis,
trial of William
sudden soon," says "Daddy," "and
will be maintained. Dances will be
the bear faction, indicat- uncertainty as wheat and settled
i
HIGH SCHOOL
master at Clovis, N. M., under indict operations by
then see who wins." Mr. Jacoby sent guilty ho was fined $100 or ten days
demand for stocks quickly after a slight rise directly afthe
of
ed
at
rate
cents
the
five
for
that
in
charged
early
jail.
ment for the misappropriation of $1,
ff r.OOO votes this morning and f Mil
'
s
satisfied. Pressure was ter the opening which was
dance. Tickets for waltzes and
a
had
been
Garcia,
Munlz
and
Atanncio
the
Jope
At
last
lower
Alamogordo
commenc
r:.::o
Saturday
of
was
In
on
hfnd
084
of postiffice funds,
has a good supply
will be sold at the ticket office. football team of the Tularosa big!
then applied until the leaders reced-- ( to
natives, one a sheep herder and the
higher. The close was strong
ed this morning in the United States
ed a point or more. When shorts at a net gain of V2
The Greater Las Vegas band will school went down to defeat at the
.
to
A surprise is due the public tomor- - ' "her a laborer, were before Judge
district court. The morning hour was
The mm had play a short concert at Sixth and hands of the Alamogordo high schoo
had covered some of their contracts j Oats were firmer. Starting unfor
vacancy.
Craig
of
and
the
selection
evidently
the
jury,
"Daddy,"
row, says
occupied
u
3(1
in a tawim
to 0. The a somewhat tedious task, as every there was no further support for the changed to M above the last close,
Douglas before the game, and at the huskies to the tune-osomeone In the race has discovered a been apprenen-ewere
re
o clock this morning, xney
market which fell back further than prices rose a little on covering ' by
several Tularosa team was managed by Clare member of the
armory it also will play
big number of votes.
prospective panel was
leased with the warning to go back pieces, as well as between the halves Koogler, a well known athlete of this
had advanced.
it
shorts.
closely questioned by District Attor
to work or shake the dust of our fair of the game.
Mexican situation once more
The
now
who
A rite of 2
the
a
in
is
teacher
cents in January
city
Summers Burkhart and Attorney
ney
from their brogans.
As a whole the affair will be one Tularosa shcools.
was the main restricting influence,
city
The
:Jia
of the' provision
deAlamogordo
wad
feiiiivro
for
the
of
C.
counsel
C.
Catron
TR3UBAB08S PLEASE
conditions' also tended market.
of the most enjoyable of the month team outweighed and outclassed the fense.
Other commodities showed
The district attorney asked but momentary
Would Make Them Better if They and the attendance is expected to ex- Tularosa
boys, according to the infor each talesman if he were acquainted to check speculation; Reports that a net gain of 2 5 to 12y2 cents. Short
Could
AT ELKS'
to the New Haven's $07,- -' run of hogs at the yards said to be
ceed that of any basketbairgame ever mation received here.
Pills
with United States Senator Catron or opposition
The makers of Foley Kidney
held
of debentures had been: the chief stimulant of the market.
at
the
a
issue
000,000
in
armory.
the
Mr.
counKoogler's
know that they have absolutely
picture appeared
his son, C. C- Catron, associate
best combination of curative and
recent issue of the Tularosa paper and sel for the defense, and several ad- withdrawn was the cause of the
The closing quotations were as folTHE CONCERT LAST EVENING IS healing medicines for kidney and
the expression on his face the mitted that they were friends or ac strength of the road's securities. lows:
from
TALK POLITICS
WOMEN
TO
bladder ailments and nrlnary Irregu..... d r.
FOLLOWED BY INFORMAL
Dtnni.r
Wheat, Dec. 84; May 89.
Peorta, 111., Nov. 6. Unusual en- defeat has not caused him much sor- quaintances of the senator. One jurlarities that it is possible to produce.
DANCE
whole
market was shaken after
The
That is why Foley Kidney Pills are thusiasm characterized the proceed- row. He is preparing to organize a or said he was at present a fourth-clas- s
Corn, Dec. G8V May 70.
the heavy liquidation ofj Oats, Dec. 38 '4 ; May 42.
the best medicine for the purpose ings today at the opening of the forty-filt- basketball team and hopes to win over
postmaster and was promptly (midday by
The concert given ast evening at you can buy. O. G. Schaefer and Red
steel. Blocks of thousands of shares
team in this sport. excused by the United States.
the
Alamogordo
of
annual
convention
the
Illinois
Pork, Jan. $20.15; May $20.17.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the Ellis' club house by Byri-n'to 54, with
Mr. Koogler has charge of the
Lard, Jan. $20.15; May $10.92.
Equal Suffrage association by State
Numerous witnesses, both for the were unloaded and it fell
badours was high class in every
Ribs, Jan. $10.65; May $10.77.
President Mrs. Grace Wilbur Trout. manual training repartment of the prosecution and the defense, were on much of the selling from out of town
The troupe is made up of mu- CHINESE TO HANG FOR MURDER
with
the
offiDissatisfaction
sources.
and
is
the
school
Tularosa
high
is
the
annual
and
It
since
first
lecommenced,
when
trial
a
hand
the
gathering
Portland, Ore., Nov. 6. After
sicians who seem capable of bundling
here and abroad
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
a period of the great victory of the Illinois suf- cial athletic director of the school. the case promises to be. long drawn trade situation both
any variety of music with any variety gal fight extending over
the
rehis
in
huskies
of
a
number
He
Kansas City, Nov. 6. Hogs,
selling,
has
prompted
when
state
the
last
out.
fragists
spring,
Lum
alias
Woon,
Lem
five
or
musical
with
their
instruments
years
of
dethe ceipts 7,000. Market 5 cents higher.
let
but
to
and
of
bunch
up
Aggressive
hopes
atheltes,
selling
to
them
the
legislature
granted
convicted
was
right
The orchestral work was Suey, a Chinese who
voices.
in
market failed to rally despite the en- Bulk $7.357.70; heavy $7.507.75;
to vote on all but state tickets, and velop some wonderful material
HELPS CHRISTMAS BUSINESS
great, as was the violin and piano of murdering Lee Tai Hoy on March
of another $500,000 gold for packers and butchers $7.407.75;.
state.
of
the
that
6.- gagement
is
part
The
it
natural
the
interstate
Nov.
that
delegates
quite
Washington,
The company possesses a 7, 1908, during a Tong war, will be
playing.
import.
reducor
woman
order
the
commerce
lights $7.307.70; pigs $67.25.
commission's
unless
suffrage
representing
baritone with a voice of wonderful hanged a week from today,
The last sales were:
Market
was again extended
would
feel
of
rates
the
Cattle, receipts 4,000.
state
for
ganizations
sow
express
see
should
fit
to
ing
was
He
Governor
West
respond
range.
compelled
n
imi
69
steers
to
comfed
Amalgamated
Prime
to
Copper
a
1.
over
the
success.
strong.
their
to
elated
spirYet,
steady
give
February
today,
to several encores. A harpist brought reason to grant a reprieve. Lem
106
bid
steers
Sugar,
dressed
$7
beef
It
to
more
the
seemed
time
seriousness
of
for
it
sum$8.809.40;
pervade
change.
in
the
panies
his
from
tried
in
was
strains
forth delightful
Woon
originally
91
on Decem- Atchison
steers $S.508.50;
8.75; western
jstrumont. The music handled was of mer of 1908 and Circuit Judge Bron-aug- the gathering and the president and
RANCH was to have been effective
159
(Reading
southern steers, $56.75; cows $4.15
ber 1, but was' postponed.
a high grade. The popular selections
sentenced him to hang on No- the other speakers were loudly apSouthern
Pacific
.85
and
to
when
7; heifers $59.20.; stockers
were those of musical merit, while vember 20, of that year. The con- plauded
impress
they sought
148
Union
Pacific
bulls
to
feeders
GETS
JOB
SMITH
the
the
were
from
upon
numbers
more
necessity
delegates
(he
$5.257.75;
$4.507;
heavy
demned man's lawyers' appealed first
CATTLE OUTFITS FROM ALL OVER
54
6. President 'united States Steel
calves $610."'
Nov.
Washington,
the best composers.
to the state supreme court and from perfect the political organization of
THE LOWER COUNTRY WILL
104
nominated
William United States Steel, pfd
Wilson
.So well did the Troubadours dem- that to the United States supreme the women of Illinois and to teach
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BOUT BATTING RECORDS INDIVIDUALS

TOGO-BAC- A

PERSONALS
R,Hanby.of Santa Rosa was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Ernest Smith left last night for Nevada, where he intends to locate.
John Hicks came in last night from
Santa Rosa for a Bhort business visit
here.
Clarence Iden returned this afternoon from a short business visit to
Santa Fe.
Carl Vernon and B. P. Clayton came
in last night from Portales for a short
business visit here.
J. B. Houten came if last night front
Santa Fe for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
C. E. Lewis' returned last night from
Wagon Mound where he has been for
the past few days on business.
Cleofes Romero has returned to his
home in Estancia after having been
here several days on a business VTsit.
H. H. Parsons, an attorney at law
at Fort Sumner, N. M., came in last
night for a short business visit here.
A. J. Thuli came in yesterday afternoon and was a visitor in the city
last night. He is, a Watrous merchant.
A. C. Trapping, representative for
the Boulder Creamery company, of
Denver, Colo., was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
Mike Baca, the Santa Fe fighter,
came in this afternoon and will meet
Battling,. Togo tonight at the Rosenbout.
thal hall in a
J. D. Hand came in last night from
Onava f&r a short business visit. Mr.
Hand recently returned from a business trip to Washington, D. C.
Frank Pertel, representative for the
Holmes Hardware company, came in
last night for a short business visit
in las Vegas. He lives in Denver.
Richard Davidson, conductor on the
local division of the Santa Fe railway, left last night for California
where he will be on a short vacation
for the next two weeks.
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out against each other in
meeting of week, Percy Lambert, English driver
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in' this country.
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he could not hit when want-- 1 liminary races and the speediest boat
probability have
When Lord Dunraven made his
While the gathering of the club given the American
day.
public proof of his
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claiming to represent 80 per cent of rations In time. As a result he was
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the longer
Paine's
to
General
trip,
attached
Mike
Gibbons
Jimclash
between
and
is without standing in the
and Mrs. M. C. Albertson and Mrs. liant fielding, but because he hits easily defeated the Galatea.
and'. Jubilee, quence
The following year the Thistle was Mayflower, Volunteer
game. But in reality the mere men- my Clabby.
A. C. Pimmington of Kansas City, when hits are wantea.
re
boats
the
Now with the size of
tion of the name of Fultz to a club
"Home Run" Baker led the batting brought over and General Paine built
Mo., arrived in Las Vegas last night
lessening their cost, owner has been like
de-- 1 duced, materially
the
In
Volunteer.
ker
she
trials
waving a red rag
In
from Raton on their way to Califor- procession for the Athletics in the
yachtsmen everywhere hope that
VOTE FALLS
series with the Giants, according to feated the Mayflower and she proved the future several wealthy sea lovers In the face of a bull, ever since David SOCIALIST
nia.
a better boat that the Thistle. The
the
succeedand
of
organized
old
made
He
the
way
fraternity
figuring.
York
New
'
City
Albert Mitchell of
Mr. Cochran's example.
Volunteer was the last of the old type will follow
ed In rounding up enough players to
Calumet pastry is good
arrived in Las Vegas last night for nine hits out of 20 times at bat. Col cutters.
SHORT
IN 'NEW Y023
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The
make the organization a formidable
in 19
brought about
a short business visit here. Mr. Mit- lins was second with eight hits
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the
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so
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and
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change
BEAGLE
at
overhangs
spoon
bat. But under the proposed
NATIONAL
long
chell is In the sheep business and times
light, fluffy, tender and wholeCollins would lead. His stick bows.
Charlottesville, Va., Nov. 6. The gether.
some. Calumet is the one baking
THE PARTY MAY LOSE ITS POSImakes several trips to New Mexico plan
That was In 1S93.. ILord Dunraven, twenty-fourtThe players are not
to get
annual field trials of
was responsible for 26 "batted bases;"
pow ler that is high in quality and
TION ON BALLOTS IN THE
each year.
Baker's for 23. Shang, whose timely backed by the Royal Yacht Squadron, the National Beagle club began today all that they ask of the c ub owners,
moderate in price.
A hunting party composed of Jeff
FUTURE
and1
II.
near
the
Shadwell,
with
Four
it.
was one of the features of the challenged
on the club prpserves
Valkyre
probably they &wi expect
nrcEivz:3 highest awasds
Keene and A. R. Spence returned hitting
will
boats
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is
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It
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Yacht
safe
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built
and.
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in
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percity,
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say
ranks
Baker
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four
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T.'orld' Pure Food EjposhiM, CIiicco, lu,
of
they
series,
New Yorli Nov.
C The official
'
Jast night from the country west of
club members. There were, two boats continue for the greater part of ,a sist In their demand' and wKhhold
Fari EipmiUoa, Frsace, lilarci, KIZ
respect.
Las Vegas with a hunting bag full of
more striking is the compari- from New York ana two from Boston. week. The results of the meeting their signatures from the 19U con- count of the vote for chief justice
Still
srame.
of the court of appeals is awaited to
They managed to bag over 60 son between the work
of E. Murphy Immediately upon the acceptance of will be watched with much Jnterest. tracts, they will obtain a number of show
whether the socialists or the In- rabbits and ) 8o 'quaif on their short and Mclnnes.
the
careful
In
a
of
Archiconcessions
of
with
of
the
challenge
important
the
reguto
way
the
syndicate,
years
Dogs,
product
According
hunt.
depedence league are entitled to rank
lation mode of figuring batting aver-- j bald Rogers at its head, determined breeding and training and the victors a compromise agreement.
as the fourth party In New York state
S. R. Dearth arrived in Las Vegas
ages, Mclnnes did little or nothing. upon the first New York boat. His as of all the trials of the past year, will
and therefore to nominate their canlast .night from Los Angeles and will His average is only .117 or 110 points sociates were Frederick W. Vander- be brought into competition in the
didates at the next election without
visit his son, Albert Dearth, for sev poorer than Murphy. Yet Mclnnes' bilt William K. Vanderbilt, F. Augus various events that make up the proNO TRADES ANNOUNCED
eral days. Mr. Dearth is well known bat was responsible for ten batted tus Schermerhorn, J. Pierpont Morgan gram. On Sunday the annual bench
Chicago, Nev. 6. Except for a ru petition.
a
At. one time he operated
Tie
Socialist leaders asserted today that
bases, which is just double the five and John E. Brooks. The Herreshoffs show of beagles will be held, with mor that St. Louis wanted Catcher
business house here and was among batted bases of Murphy. MeTains c'jd obtained the contract to design and Thomas Cadwallader of Philadelphia Cady of Boston no trade talk reached they had retained their relative pos,
the earliest of pioneers.
the public when American league mag itionafter the republicans, democrats
it by hitting with men on the bases build1 the boat. It was their first cup as judge.
nates gathered today for their annual and progressives. The offiical party
and by clever sacrificing when sacri- contract. The award was made on the
fices were In order. With his little strength of their having turned out
meeting here. The purchase of Cady strength in this state this year is deCHINESE MINISTER ARRIVES
was suggested by Robert McRoy of termined by the vote for chief j;i.it;;.,
FREE COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
batteing average of .117 his work did the Gloriana. Her model revolutionized
Peking, Nov. 6. Dr. Paul Samuel the Boston club in an informal way, the head of the ticket. ...
An anonymous donor has offered more to advance runners on the bases the methods of the naval architecture
Reinsch
of Madison, Wis., the ' new it was
of
new
was
the
world.
boat
The
batcup
In this city the socialist vofo la.
$500,000 toward the establishment of than Oldring's, and Oldring had a
said, and there was little chance
American
minister to China, arrived of Its
the eteel hulled Colonia.
a free college of commerce in New ting average of .272.
going through.
creased
nearly 800 per cent over that
A second New York syndicate head- here today to take Tip his duties. He
Owner Farrell of the New York club cast at the last municipal eloetica,
York city, according to announcement
Turning to the record of the Giants
Presito
credentials
will
his
present
Was late in reporting for the meeting but fell a few hundred biMni
made today by the New York cham- it will be seen that Burns, with a bat- ed by E. D. Morgan and composed of
the
few days.
of the board of directors. He con vote for Debs, tha
ber of commerce. The gift is condi ting average of .157, was really more C. Oliver Iselin, Perry Belmont, Aug- dent Yuan Shi Kai in a
i.
can
parly's
ferred with several other club owners for president in 1012.
tional on' the donation of ?2OO,O00 ad- effective than Murphy with .250. Mer-kl- ust Belmont, George C. Clarke, ChesTO IMPROVE COMMERCE "
with a batting average of .230, was ter W. Chapin, Charles B. Flint, the
but announced no deals.
ditional. This S2:0,000, it was said,
estate of Henry Astor Carey, Dr. W.
Washington, Nov. 6. Branches of
The directors attended to a lot of
already has been pledged. The school more effective than the regulation fig
CAPITALIST 13 DE,'
Barton Hopkins, Cornelius Fulton and the bureau of domestic and foreign routine business. Including the audit
will be devoted to higher commercial ures would indicate.
v. e.
Boston,
Cl
"
E. M. Fulton Jr., gave another order commerce are to be established at
Tw ioa't an bdiut w!ie ran lay chnp or a
1 training.
ing of bills and approval of the treas- W. Amory, a v. ,: ly l,
a
Ukmi powder. Don't be mhhi. Bur Ionl. t' 1
to the Herreshoffs which resulted in Chicago and New Orleans for promot- urer's
Bfcar wounru, l mart wbolene
report. The Philadelphia club manufacturer and r , '
stm btat rctoUa.
WANTED Clean cotton rags
at the Vigilant. The Bristol
dlwBst is fur tnperior to MMir tRiik at.U mnU,
I
American commerce by the active was awarded the championship for
ing
designers
nounced toi'ay. rr. Ai
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POOR FUSSY!

TO DO WITH THIS BOY

VHAT

Cat of Juvenile Criminality In Franc
That May Well Puzzle the
Reformer.

Social

Here is a little life story that more
sovividly illuminates the task of the
cial reformer than any number of treatises. A couple of nights ago a boy of
less than fifteen was discovered alongside the Seine by a couple of policemen. At first he refused to utter a
word, but eventually ho narrated his
Odyseey. Eighteen months ago, when
he was barely thirteen, he surreptitiously left his parents' houseBOOIn Paris,
francs.
taking with him a sum of
With this money in his possession he
went to Brussels, where he was shortly after arrested- - The police conducted him home, but he escaped again.
Taken back a second time, he was apprenticed to a farmer, but promptly departed on fresh adventures. Since then
he has existed by means of begging
and thieving. Two months ago he
a couple of bicycles, and, mounting one and propelling the other, made
off for Rouen, where he sold one of the
mahchines, riding to Paris on the other. This be sold in Paris, and lived on
Hie proceeds for a time, until, shelterless and without resources, he was
found by the police. What can the
sociologist, the nouologist, or the philanthropist do with so youthful and
precocious a criminal? The problem is
a serious one in France, where Juve
nile crime Is alarmlnEly on the in
crease. Paris Correspondence London
'
Globe.
LIKE "ANSEL

AT THE
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No. 7,567
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SITTING WITHIN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF SAN MIGUEL.
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY,

(flonrfci i)

i

Lhii'f 'fU,7i 1

vs.
C. H.
ERNEST R.
SMITH,
MOORE, J. M. LYON, FRED
W. BROWN and UNKNOWN
CLAIMANTS OF INTERESTS
IN THE PREMISES ADVERSE
TO THE PLAINTIFF,
(said

premises being the land and real
estate described in the complaint
in this action);
Defendants.
To C H. SMITH, ERNEST

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of Said District Court.

1913.

he OPTIC

Adv.

j
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COLUMN
;

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTA1NUPLF
LWAY3 HANDLED

11

'I

ADVEP- -

w- - M- -

TISEMENT8

LODGE NO,
A.

2, A.

F. A FRATERNAL

DEBATE IMMIGRANT EXCLUSION
LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
San Francisco, Nov. 6. The annual Five cents per line each Insertion.
R.
HTS TEMPLAR
teams
between
W. intercollegiate debate
J. M. LYON, FRED
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Hubby (on seaboard) Great Scott! MOORE,
'lar conclT
4 Turn-i1- "
UniLeland
CLAIMJr.,
BROWN
UNKNOWN
Stanford,
representing
and
"
No ad to occupy less space than two
Helen, here's a S. O. S. message ad
In each month at Ma- day
Cali
ANTS OF INTERESTS IN THE versity and the University of
dressed to us.
All
lines
advertisements charged
onlo
at 7:10 p. m. Q
ADVERSE
TO THE fornia takes place tomorrow evening will be booked at
Wife Distress message, addressed PREMISES
set
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamrae.'
space
actually
most
to us? Who's in distress, George?
PLAINTIFF (said premises being the and promises to be one of the
without regard to number of words.
corner.
Hubby The cat. We forgot and left land and real estate described in the interesting events of the college year.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
her locked up In the house when w complaint in this
action), being the Stanford will support the affirmative
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
started on this trip.
3, ROY
defendants in the above
entitled and California the negative side of
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
the question as to the expediency of
cause:
Tocaton first Monday in
You and each of you are hereby excluding from the United States the
FORK OVER
month at Masonic
notified that an action or suit to immigrants from southern and eastern
I Temple at 7:30 p. ni. H.
H
quiet title has been commenced Europe,
B. Hubbard, H. p.;
?,SC7
f. q!
against you and each of you, in the
'
f Blood, Secretary.
A Maker of Health
above entitled District Court, said
A good honest medicine like Foley
cause or action being entitled and
I
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
Kidney Pills gives health to many
LODGE NC
numbered on the docket of said families.
Mrs. O. Palmer. 635 Willow
1.
Meets every Monday evening ai
court as above set forth; that the St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
b.
maim
Nuwdtn,
their hall on Sixth street. All vife'tint
general objects of said action and the ill with kidney and bladder trouble
is
wife
brethren cordially Invited to attei:5
Mr.
Palmer
writes:
"My
nature of the relief prayed for are as
P. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G ;
follows:
That all unknown persons rapidly recovering her health and
FoT. M. El wood,
who claim any interest or title ad- strength due solelv to the use of
Secretary; Karl Werti
ley Kidney pills." O. G. Schaefer
verse to the said plaintiff In the land nad
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cememr?
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
WANTED Plain cook and housekeep Trustee.
and real estate described in the comer for country. Wage $25.00 month.
in
this
action, being the same
plaint
WANT BETTER SCHOOLS
Address L. C. Optic ol'fico.
B. P. O. ELKS
land and real estate hereinafter deMeets seeonrt anrl
Des Moines. Ia.. Nov. 6. "Better
L L
fourth Tuesday evening of each
scribed, may be made parties defend- Schools" is the keynote of the annual
A maid at Hotel La Pen- ant In said action by the name and
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
meeting of the Iowa State Teachers'
avenue.
style of "Unknown Claimants of In- association which convened today and
Douglas
Visiting brothers
terests in the Premises Adverse to will continue its session to the close
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
tho Plaintiff," as above set forth; of the week.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Programs of special in
Mr. Holdtlte I wonder where the that tie said plaintiff's title and es- terest and importance have been pre
Secretary.
money's coming from for that new hat tate in the land and real estate de- pared for every one of the general
of yours?
FOR SALE Seven room house. Miss KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
scribed in the complaint in said acthe meetings of the
Mrs. Holdtite From the mint, I sup tion and hereinafter described, may sessions and for
Richley, 508 Main. Phone Main 416.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
various departments and round table
pose. I hate to think you were
be established against the adverse
W. O. W. hall, Sixth strest, on the
unThe attendance is
counterfeiter.
gatherings.
claims of the said defendants and
first and third Mondays of eacb
and many not
each and every one of them in said usually large this year
month at 8, p. m. Visiting Knights and
ed educators of this state and from
cause, Including yourselves, and that
REAL RUDE
Ladies always welcome.
0. L. Flers-man- ,
scheduled to
the defendants in said cause, and eaci outside the state are
FOR
RENT
Rooms
D.
A.
over
FinanYork's
Tillman,
President;
addresses.
deliver
and every one of them, may be br -- red
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
and forever estopped from having or
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
claiming any right, title or interest in
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
or to the said described land, real
iieignuornooa, newiy painted, pa East Las Vegas, N. M.
estate and premises, or any part
electric lights. Low rate.
pered,
thereof, adverse to said plaintiff, and
Phone Purple 5301.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
said
that
plaintiff's title thereto and
fourth Thursday
eacl
evening
estate therein be forever quieted and
FURNISHED ROOMS for ligM house month at W. O. W. hall.
Vtsitin
set at rest and for general relief:
621 Lincoln.
keeping.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
The, said land, real estate and1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
premises hereinbefore referred to are
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
more particularly
J. E. ROSENWALD LODf?E NO 5f
described as folemployed,
comfortable, furnished
I. O. of B. B.
To Albuquerque For
Meets every first Tuee
lows,
room; no health seekerp
phone
That certain tract of land and real
of the month in the vestry roonii
day
Purple 5301.
estate, situate, lying and being in tb,e
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I
of
m. Visiting brothers are cordially ii.
San Miguel and State of
County
New Mexico, and better described as
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charle.
follows,
Beginning at the
Greenclay, Secretary.
southwest corner of the Montoya Al23-2- 6
Held
November
foliBe
To
Loraine (gazing at variegated
LOST-ol- lie
lotment in the Canoncito Azul, said
pup, light yellow with MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
age) Ah, it Is at this season that na coiner being located on the section
white breast, 2 months old, name
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl?
ture's face Is painted. How I love naONK AM) ONE FIFTH FARE
Colonel. Notify Lubin studio.
line 29.18 chains west of the northIx)ve at Woodmen of, th-- World hal;
ture!
FOR THE ROliNfl TRIP
Charles la that why you iiuitat east corner of Section 20, Township
on the second and fourth Mondays o:
17 North, Range 17
thence run- her?
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
DENTISTS
Attend this convention and
ning north 6014 feet; thence south 14
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. w
degrees 17 minutes 43 seconds west
enjoy a splendid program. Ad- Local Deputy.
Visiting
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
PREPARED
Montague,
8481 feet; thence south 19 degrees H dresses
by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
welcooe ant"
members are
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hud breakfast in bed, but finding
it a glorious morning he arrayed himself in scarlet slippers and a light
crimson dressing gown, sauntered Into
the garden and leaned permively over
the gate, with his red hair flaming bril
liantly in the sunlight
The church bells were 'ringing and
the parishioners had all to pass the
parsonage gate to get to church. But
none of them dared to pass the flam-Juapparition, and all came to a halt
The church bells stopped, but at the
instance of the vicar, who could not

lie

g

believe that all the parishioners had
deserted him, were rung again.
At last the boldest man in the village bolted past the gate and the rest
stampeded after him, Swinburne gazing at them In quiet wonder at their
strange method of going to church.
Fall Wall Gazette.
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HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei.
.

Attorneys-at-La-
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minutes west 255 feet; thence
south 26 degrees 28 minutes 40 seconds west 59.65 feet to the southwest
corner of this tract near the Azul Station, and adjoining the right of way
of the A. T. & S. F. R. R.; thence
along the north of 'said right of way
of said railroad as follows: 834 feet
around a 3 degree 50 minute curve
equals.
of radius 1495 feet and a delta of 65
Old London Landmark to Go.
degrees 10 minutes; thence north 80
Built by the French Huguenots seek-degrees 32 minutes east 5865 feet to
Sag refuge from France at the time oi
of curve of a 30 minute curve
point
IIP
the Edict of Nantes of 1685, and hav
of
radius
11,459 feet and a delta of 13
Insr massed from them to the Church ol
15 minutes; thence 841 feet
degrees
the
of
In
hands
the
now
and
England,
ajlong the north side of right of way
the quaint old
Coneregatlonalists,
on said curve (the said1 two curves
.nhnnfll of Orange street. London, is
herein described being on a 100 foot
about to close Its doors and vanish
width of right of way, the distance
Many notable preachers have occupied
its pulpit, among others Topiady, wno
BIll- - 'Bout ready fer th' deer sea being measured on the outside of the
arrote "Rock of Ages during his mm
son to begin, Pete?
right of way, and the curve data given
Istry. Rev. Samuel Luke was also , Pete Waal, I should say so. I got for the center line of said railroad)
was
It
and
some
minister lor
years,
five bucks
up In the woods now to the southwest corner of the land of
ais wife who wrote "I think when 1 and a partyhung
ten
of
city sports coming Kate Wright; thence north 22 degrees
that sweet story of old. An ori
after tomorrow.
day
38 minutes west 2553 feet to northauthor's
in
the
of
the
hymn
jginal copy
west corner of the land of Kate
handwriting is one of the treasured
DOING THE BEST HE COULD Wright; thence north 68 degrees 10
possessions of the church.
minutes east 9080 feet to the northeast corner of land of said Kate
Quality, Keynote of British Crops.
Wright; thence south 22 degrees 38
Quality must always be the keynote
ine aTea ii
of British
minutes east 2706 feet to the southto
far too small to enable farmers
east corner of the land of said Kate
,rov the quantities of produce thai
Wright and to the right of way of
c...
wonu
or
the
the newer countries
the said A. T & S. F. R. R.; thence
is
quality
jiold; and in no connection
along said right of way north 07 det greater Importance than that or tuc;
grees 17 minutes east 7050 feet to the
j: f !(! l r.rnnn. Wheat, oats and barley
station ground of Onava; thence north
viil occupy a considerable portion oi
22 degrees 43 minutes west 174 feet
laud, and the condition in which
hi-are cut on the market substantial
to a point on the south boundary line.
Lon-tioy i.fiects the prices they realize.
of the Montoya Allotment;
thence
Telegraph.
north 89 degrees 66 minutes 41 seconds west 17,351 feet along said south
Won't Chase Female Wolvea.
boundary line of eaid Montoya AllotSometimes it 13 almost impossible
ment to its southwest corner, being
of
wolves,
to clear a neighborhood
the
point and place of beginning, conof
Instincts
in;; to the chivalrous
e
taining 1515 acres, more or less.
o houndfl about attaching ''the
And that unless you, the eaid deof the species." Hounds cava
t n known to abandon a chase after
fendants, enter your appearance in
said aftion or suit on or before the
..becjj killing wolf because it tai-4 10 ui a roinalo animal. For t'cU
"Why do you cry like that, in 12th day or pwmbpr, A. T. 1913,
'hound i" boy?"
at J.:asi one
7
pro
by default or
"Ah! Kio you show me any battel
Jy t;i'u'iv to insure tiio catching
oonfosNO will be rendered against you
?"
54
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United States Commissioner of
Education, and other noted edu
cators.
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$6.40

D. L.

Las Vegas,

N. M.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. WAN

429 GRAND AVE.

.

FWIKITURE A'JD
HOUSEHOLD Ji GOODS
BOUGHT

Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
.

BATCHELQR

Agent A. T.&S.F. Ry.

MO SOLO

& RUDULPIi
121Q"Katlonl Ave.

I

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County,
ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he Is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.'
Sworn to before me and subscrib
ed in my presence, this 6th day of
December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
the
nally and acts directly upon
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
tem. Send for testimonials, free.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.

MERCHANTS CAFE
'
ThelBest Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper

in Las Vegas

C. C. CLAYTON,

r,p

517 DOliflLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

suffered greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no re
lief until I took Foley's Honey and
It entirely removed
Tar Compound.
those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comfortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second, and
t urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
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ALL GROCERS

PRICES
20c
25c

or More, Each Dslvery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
than 50 Ibe Each Delivery

per
per
SOc per
40c per
...50o per

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,

108
100
100
1W
100

lbs.

lbs.
lee.
lbs-Les-

s

lbs--

AGUA PDRA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natwral Ice, tte Parity ftftt
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vea Famoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Arc Best

Market Finders

con-

F. L. Willis

ALA.

I

cordially Invited.

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

BIRMINGHAM,

"6he

especially

Pioneer building. Visiting members
Professional Health Culture for Ladles are
cordially invited. Richard Devine,
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManiRETAIL
cure, Chiropody.

Tickets on sale November 21
to 25 inclusive. Return limit
December 2.

ill

a

tray

j.

Dentist
Dental work of any description a:
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

a.

search out the people o wtiom monj a
Classifies
aaoev
those who MIGHT BKY the particular turn '.a worth
That property Ton wast to sell Is WORTH MOST v toyman
wotld aeTer
who reads the ads. in tMa wwspaper end
mere.
were
advertised
your property unless it
Others- - who read and answer ads. 1b this aewsager weal twn
axe anxious u pay mh lor) books, automobiles, ssed maehts

w

sort, aad mssiea!
end furniture, articles of weiulness ef
'
,
gtrumeiita.
As the classified ads, are read ey aU sosalsle bayezs, f all
slble sorts ef thlis, they kate eoane te be fladsrs f the bst
kets.
'

j

It 's giving you
a present for do
ing something

Reduced
Rate

lira

j

use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
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What a splendid courage and
lagging zeal in their country's cause
the Boer women showed In the South
African war haa never been so fully
realized as it will be bow by all who
read the remarkable record just published under the title of "Petticoat
Commands." This is practically the
diary done In narrative form of a girl
"Who,, with, her widowed mother, out
witted the English officers and men
and helped their countrymen. They
were clever, cultivated and kindly women, simply aglow with patriotism;
and to read what they did and how
they did it makes one realize afresh
what wonderful creatures women are
Let scientists say what they will
women are In no way inferior to men
and In many ways vastly superior. In
resource certainly, in tact often. In
strength of purpose at least theii

.

ATTOKXBYa

opnc

e

NO.

102 .Meets every Monday
Regular comnight ftl
munication first nd O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai
. third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor-- .
ach month. TIitin dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pre
brothers cordially ln-- d6nt; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
tltad. Wm T Mill. Baily, Treasurer.
H. 8 .fan Petten,
Secretary.

-

Gorgeous

BROTHERHOOD

M.

con-af-v-

C

CAFF

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

II

!

LOBBY

THE BEST

pjlrl

i

Regulate the bowels when they fail
to move properly. HERBINE Is an
admirable bowel regulator. It helps
ktbe liver and stomach and restores a
tine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
Price 50. Sold by Central Drug Co.

&e

Tnle

An amusing story of Swinburne la
told by Edmund Goase. At the age of
Swinburne was sent to
twenty-threetudy history under Bishop Stubbs,
who was then In charge of a country
parish in Essex. He arrived there on
n Saturday and was excused attend
a nee at Sunih.y morning church on the
ground that he must be tired with his

-

6,

and each of you in said action or su,,.
Said plaintiff's attorney is A. T.
Rogers, Jr., whose office and p stof- fice address is Crockett Building, E;.ai
Las Vegas, N. M.
,
Witness my hand and seal this 2Sth
day of October, A. D 1913.
(Seal of the Court.)

Plaintiff.

Arrsy, Ar
peared to Simple Villagers as
Flaming Apparition.

"Swinburne
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WAS TO IT

quarter et an hour had passed when
the door briskly opened and the fresh CHRISTIAN ESKIMO LOSES ALL
young man entered. He looWtd towards the deti but not . f.ruuud the Refused to Go Through Rites of Hit
i.o one
room. When ho was snrPeople and Is Pmptly
was Inside he produced a key and
Disowned.
entered the den. He was inside not
over two minutes, and when he reNew York. The whole life of the
appeared he was stuffing greenbacks primitive Eskimo is governed by pre
into his pockets. He locked the door cedent.
Althoueh outwardlv the
behind him and then passed out of freest and most irresnonslble belne
..he office without having glimpsed the in the world, he is In
reality the slave
watcher.
of public opinion and the numberless
For a moment the rlrl reasoned customs and superstltitions of his anthat he was the son of the partner, cestors. The ways of his fathers are
and had a ric,lu to go and
Then good enough for him. and the world
she scented soiuething wrong and put of the old men and
who
on,her hat and hurried down to the
street. The young man, was Jus ea
tering an auto in which sat 'waiting
another young man.
1
"Get it?" queried the latter.
f
f
"How much?"
;
; ...
"Two hundred'".
c
We'll have a devil of a
"Bully!
time!"
The stenographer was in the office when Mr. Ames returned from
his lunch. He smiled amiably and
passed into the den, but a moment
later reappeared, white-face- d
and
trembling. He looknd at the girl and
F
'i
tried to speak, but could only stam-

C; GRACE KERRIGAN.
Whfii AJiss Uzxle Carford entered
upon her dutiea as stenographer and
typewriter with Ames & Co. she dlda't
look for any social side of it. There
couldn't be any in a business office.
She would ask for the respect that is
due any cirl or woman, no matter
whether she has money and social
standing or must earn her living.
men
Ames & Co. were middle-ageand both married. Both were workers,
and both quiet men. Tliey had a small
business, bat a paying one, and their
bookkeeper was also their cashier. He
and
was a young man of twenty-fojthe newcomer was not favorably
with, him. U is none of the
istanograpb.er's business whether the
bookkeeper in his den is young or old
or ugly social or surly.
(Neither Mr. Adams nor Bis partner
(Were food at dictating, and they put
iUm
work off on the bookkeeper
tAgala, they would be the only occupants of the business for hours at a
lime, and if he was surly and gruff it
would make things lonesome.
mer.
I

d

u

witch-doctor-

'

QfrS

vv4

Mr. Watler Bardsley, the said bok
"Have you missed some money?"
'keepev, was in his den when Miss Car she asked.
had
Iford called and was hired. There
mot bean a girl in that office in the five
"How much?"
'years he had been there, but he nevei
"Two hundred dollars! I counted
had
She
look.
to
turned from his desk
it out Just before going to lunch.
tc
seem
a pleasant voice, but he didn't
Were you out to lunch?"
hear it. After she had gone, and he
"Not today."
was told by Ames that she was to take
"Then then "
was:
comment
the place, his only
"Then I saw it taken! Had you
"Very well, sir."
missed money before?"
She was waiting for him next morn"Three times.
Didn't you know
ing when he arrived.
that was why we turned away Mr.
Mr. Bardsley did not bow. He did not
Bardsley? We couldn't say he emIntroduce himself. He did not look at bezzled it but we were forced
to susSer.

pect"
He picked up the morning mail and
Ab that
carried it into his den and the girl was the
money
left for half an hour to twiddle hei the others.
thumbs. Then he came out and sal I sat
right
down by the machine and started ofl
with:

"Mr. H. O. Wharton Dear Sir: Tom
latter of the 9th Inst, at hand."
Miss Lizzie picked up pad and pen
dl and wrote. There were five letten
ta all. He never paused to say "com
ma," "period" or "paragraph," bul
trove straight ahead, and when fin
tohed got up without a word and went
back to his den. She typed the let
tors and laid them on the desk and
when Mr. Ames came in they were
signed, and sent out to be mailed.
"Very well done," said Mr. Ames
and that's all there was to it.
At noon Mr. Bardsley went out tc
lunch.

When he had disappeared Miss Liz
zie went out to lunch. She was back
first, and when he came in she did noi
look at him nor he at her. He could
have said: "Nice day, Miss Carford?'
And she could have answered: "Yes
very nice."
But he didn't say and she didn't Bay
From her place by the. machine she
could look into the bookkeeper's der
and she his back always his back
After she had surveyed that back foi
three mortal hours, and could have
of every line and
drawn a
wrinkle, she turned and looked out
upon the roof of the adjoining buildstretch
ing. There was a clothes-lined across it, and on that line hung ac
old red flannel shirt. It flapped in the
breeze. It fluttered like a wounded
bird. There, were moments when It
almost ceased to breathe, as it were.
That shirt when new was a blood
"red in color. It was now faded to the
color of an old brick house in Tarry
town the one where General Washington once stopped after licking the
British to ask the owner for the tem
The
porary loan of his boot-jacshirt had four patches on it to covej
four holes. The buttons were missing
and with increasing age it had shrunk
What was the romance what he mys
tery of the old red shirt?
""Why, .thought you'd gone."
It was the voice of Mr. Ames at hei
elbow. The girl had fallen asleep
The bookkeeper had departed without
awakening her. Wasn't that the tricb
'of a mean mail?
Each day for the next month wae
like every other day. Outside of the
dictation not ten words passed be
tween the stenographer and the book
keeper. They came and went with
out noticing each other.
it vexec
and annoyed her for the first weet
and then she said to herself:
"He's probably mad because some
one he recommended wasn't taker
on instead of me, but if he thinkt
he'll get rid of me by playing the
bear he'll find himself mistaken. I'n
real glad to find one man in the citj
who isn't Bmirking around and brag
Ring how Bmart he is!"
Then a son of Mr. Ames' partnei
came home on his vacation from col
He was a very fresh younf
lege.
man. He wanted to be a high rollei
but his father was tight with mone
matters. He hung about the office i
good deal, though neither the book
waf
keeper nor the stenographer
more than barely civil to him.
At the end of a week, Miss Lizzie
noticed that the two partners were
anxious and perturbed and held con
Some
sultations.
excitement alsc
Eed to have got hold of the book
keeper. There wore three days o!
this, and then he disappeared anc
Mr. Ames took his place. It wasn't
for the girl to ask why, but she nat
wondered over it The rou
. urally
tine continued about the same. A'
noon all went to lunch. The door o:
the bookkeeper's den, in which was the
safe, was locked at such times.
At noon one day, instead of goinf
out to lunch, the stenographer munch
id a big apple and buried hor nose
In a book she had brought down, t
war-ma-

p

e

'
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Distinguished Professor Must Have
Thought He Wat a Victim gf
Leap Year.

An undergraduate at Balllol having
fallen ill, his sister came to nurse
him, and the master of Balllol paying
many visits to the young man's rooms
frequently met the sister. There were
numerous other visitors during the patient's convalescence, and the young
lady was greatly attracted by, and
finally became engaged to, one of her
brother's friends.
When her brother recovered and
the young lady was about to depart
the master came to say "Good-by.- "
She thanked him warmly for his kindness to her brother, and concluded by
saying that she had a great favor to
ask of him. The master said that he
would be delighted.
Without thinking that her remark
was capable of two interpretations.
she replied at once, "I should like you
to marry me," meaning that he would
officiate at the ceremony.
The master, in a state of great agitation, hurried from the room, ex
claiming, "My dear young
lady, It
would be utter misery for both of
us!" London Answers.
'

Waitress Had Not Aged.
He had just1 reached the philosophical stage when he slipperd into a restaurant between bars tor a bit to eat.
He ordered. Then he sat staring ahead,
quietly thoughtful In expression, and
waited.
It is admitted he did some waiting,
too. What happened to his order
couldn't be understood outside the pe
culiar convolutions of a restaurant
kitchen, but he spent half an hour sit
ting there staring ahead of him.
At last it came. As the waitress put
the order before him, he started from
hie deep study, as if he had forgotten
he had an print coming. Then, look
ing up at tho fair transporter of edi
bles, he said:
"You don't look a day older!" Ev
erybody's Magazine.

TO

treasure up ancient precedent like
the Pharisees of old, Is the standard
he lives and dies by.
For an Eskimo to break one of these
unwritten laws is to render himself a
social outcast. Although treated with
kindness, he is no longer reckoned as
a member of the tribe. I well remember such a case on the Diomedes.
A brother-in-laof the chief had early
embraced Christianity, being converted on a trip to Nome by one of the
first missionaries. Being a very conscientious man, ho soon recognized
the incompatibility of retaining his
faith and conforming to the worship
of his people. The spirit of the Scotch
Covenanters was in his veins. He refused to go through the usual rites of
his people, and prayed to the God of
the white stranger at home. As a
result he was forbidden his place in
the village kos-g(or meeting placel,
where every man has his recognized
station, carefully graded according to
merit.
His son was not allowed to
dance with the young men or witness
i.ny of the councils or
reserved for the men; his daughters could cot take part in the annual
dance of tho women, nor was any
member of the tribe bold enough to
.isk them in marriage. They all mar
id Siberian strangers and left the
old man's house desolate, but he stuck
to his faith to the last. In my humble opinion, he was the best Christian
1 ever met.
Always cheerful, always
ready to help, living daily the faith
Hi.it was in him, he was tne only
Eskimo I ever saw who was brave
enough to withstand the

1913.
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TAKE A
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE JURY
Re-

The case was one of assault and
battery, and ono of the witnesses vczr.
a local doctor whom the prosecuting
lawyer proceeded to bully, suggesting
that he was prejudiced In favor of
the defendant, and had wilfully distorted his evidence in his favor.
The doctor denied this, and went on
to say that the defendant was suffering from "phalacrosis." The word
caused a sensation In court, and,
asked to define the disease, the doctor described it as "a sort of chronic
disease of an inflammatory
nature
which affects certain cranial tissues."
Asked if it affected the mind, the
dector said he was not posing as an
expert, but he had known some persons
hen suffering from the disease
become raving maniacs, and others
foolish,

gome

showed

THE OPTIGS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office

de-

structive and pugilistic tendencies,
while many others had suffered for
years and had never shown any mental abnormalities.
He refused to say anything further
and the jury promptly acquitted the
accused, because, as the foreman
"Doc said there was something the matter with his head."
When the case was over the'frose'-cuto-r
sought enlightenment as to the
mysterious disease, and found that
"phalacrosis" meant baldness.

'
When Sea Feeds Land.
Seaweed, al cue time thought valueless, is a wonderful fertilizer. Tons
of it are collected In carts at low tide
by the Cornish farmers and around
the coast of England.
After being dried in heaps, it is
spread on the land. There Its nutritive properties of hydrogen and
potash. In which it Is very rich, are
absorbed Into the soil, and produce
wonderful crops. New potatoes from
DE MAUPASSANT AS CANNIBAL Jersey, and spring cabbages from
Cornwall, are raised with seaweed
Famous French Novelist Said to Havo fertilizer. The sea also furnishes
Had Human Flesh on His
food for the land In other ways.
The despised starfish,
Table.
in many
are
places known as
Par'.c "Cuy de :,:a.upac2ai.t as a eagerly sought and carted away in
Cannibal" is the subject of a remark- tons from the coast fo fertilize the
able reminiscence just published for fields further ln'and. Small fish, too
medi
tho first time by a
useless for human food, are sold by
cal man, Maurice Pillet, in the Sci- the million as manure. Rich In phosentific Review.
Pillet recounts that phates, a primary element In land
one day the great writer was coming fertilizers, they are good for almost
out of his club when a carman sud any kind of root crops.
denly fell from tho top of a tall dray
at his feet. De Maupassant picked
Supplying a Necessity.
him tip and took him to a hospital, but
An
the man died on the way. Asking to houaa English policeman entered the
of a publican one morning and
sec the house surgeon, who was a
him that It would be necesfriend of his, De Maupassant begged informed
to hold an inquest there in the
him, as soon as the autopsy was over, sary
to let him have a piece of the dead afternoon. Now the landlord had a
man's flesh. The next day the doctor great objection t anything of the
sent a small quantity of this unusual kind, and said: "Oh, I can't be
meat to De Maupassant, vyho at once troubled with inquests In my house.
sent it down to his kitchen, with in- Here, what'll you have to drink?'
structions to grill It for luncheon. Robert said he'd have a drop of
After finishing the grim dish De Mau- Scotch, which he did. "Have a cigar,
passant decided that anthropophagy too," said the host. After the consumption of two Scotches and cigars
need have no attractions for the Eurothe constable said he thought he
was
meat
aa
human
the
pean gourmet,
vary insipid and tasted like overdone could get the inquest held somewhere
Blse, but as he was leaving the land
.
veal.
lord remarked:
"By the way, who
to hold the Inquest
are
they
going
Romance.
Another "Dot and Dash"
)n?" "No one as I know of now,"
Hartford, Conn. Another "dot and
the man In blue; "but It 'ud 'a'
dash" romance has reached a happy said
been me if I hadn't had these drinks
South-wortMiss

supplies.

SOCIAD AND
BUSINESS CARDS

C.

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

well-know-

culmination.
Georglanna
a telegraph operator employed
In the Postal telegraph office here,
"met" Edward A. Conrey of the New
York office over the wire some years
ago. In dull moments they flashed
Morse messages to each other. A
formal,
short time ago they had
meeting and their marriage followed.
face-to-fac- e

Colonel Cody Laments Horse' Lost.
Denver, Colo. Col. W. P. Cody,
"Buffalo BUI," wept when his famous
horse, Isham, which he has ridden for
nearly 25 years, was put on the auction block. The proceeds of the sale
will be applied on liens against the
Buffalo Bill Wild West show and
Pawnee Bill's Far East show, which

went into bankruptcy recently.

f

One

C

E MAIN 2

an' smokes."

Actor's Presence of Mind.
When something goes wrong on the
stage the clever and experienced ac
tor can always save the situation by
faking. An old hand worked It one
time like that "Die, villain!" the
hero said, and shot off his revolver
at the villain's head. But the gun
didn't go off. Six times the hero
pulled the trigger, and not a single
explosion took place. The audience
was getting hysterical, when the vic
tim struck an attitude and said:
"Your pistol has missed Are, Sir
Reginald, but what difference does it
"make?
"he thought that I was to be
snot has frightened me to aeam
And he rolled cjv.r and died.
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bulging and roofs leaking.
The tax on maintenance on the farm
.': tea Isrss, ar.d new Is the time to tc
gin to correct this evil, the Breeders'
Gazette says. For the sake of our
remaining years on the farm, for the
sake of tho boys who will come after
us, let us build for permanence, so far
as we are able. Concrete makes imperishable foundations and floors. It
makes cheap wall? for the lower
stories of farm buildings. Concrete
fence posts should last a hundred
years. Roofs of tile slate or galvanized iron are fairly Imperishable.
In Europe the farmer inherits much
more than his land; he inherits buildings so well constructed that while
they are hundreds of years old they
will yet endure Indefinitely. The tanner udda a s'liou or two; he bequeathe
then to h's son an equipment that is
comprehensive, useful and needs no
especial work to keep it in repair. Let
us ;uit "moving on" in America, hut
settlo ('.own on, the land as though we
meant
stay there, and signal that
Intention by beginning the era of permanent construction on the farm.

IMPRESSED

vw

w vx w w w vw'Aw' v--

As one looks back over his life on
the farm he is dismayed to see how
much of it has byn spent in doing
things that are temporary; that must
be done over and over again. For ever
he is repairing fences or buildings; always there haunts him the knowledge
that foundations are giving way; walls

Clever Use of Scientific Term
sulted in Acquittal of
Lawyer's Client.

s'

6,

Writer Dtcriss Habit of Putting L'f.
Temporary Structures to Serve
tn the Farm.

WORD

a

"But you never spoke to me."
"You didn't ask me to lunch.'
"1 I dasn't!"
"I was afraid you'd snub me!"
"Couldn't you have- given me a good
morning?"
"I wanted to awful bad, but but "
Mr. Bardsley dared not look her in
the face,
He was blushing like a
maiden over a marriage proposal. He
was fumbling his hands and moving
his feet as if he would run away.
"I see," mused the girl as she stud-lehim. "I have found a shy man
the only one in the world!
That
You will get
changes everything.
your place back, and in time if you
are not too shy "
And in time she became the wife of
a shy man, and he was not exhibited
at a museum.

FORCED

1"

Primitive Eskimo.

son of your partner took
today he probably took
He has a key to the den.
over there and saw hlra

operate."
The partner was called In and informed of what had occurred, and together the two men took up the chase.
The young man was run down and he
made no denials. In fact, he laid the
blame all on his father.
Miss LiaKle took the half-daoft.
In going home she saw Mr. Bardsley
in a doorway.
He looked at her but
did not bow. She walked straight up
to him and said: "You are the biggest cad and snob in the state, but
you come along with me!"
He followed her to her home without asking a question, and when they
were seated she asked: "Were you
miffed because they gave
me the
place?"
"Why, I was glad of it!" he ex-

(Copyright,
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Judging from the sounds that were j Fhi.
.it noon a
ueara about Las Vegas tms
j
the east
from
in
the city
stranger
might have thought war had broken 1
out. The noise was caused from blastLight automobile lumps at 5: 46 ing at Prince street, where the new
o'clock thla evening.
bridge is being constructed. Small
clouds of smoke arose from the blasts,
See foreman of Kearney's Gap for giving the appearance of bombs exform lumber. Adv.
ploding in the air.

6,
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TOCAL NLWS

New Things
tfiirs

Good

Size, Fancy Texas
Shelled Pecans-Jumb- o
Pecans. Fancy California Walnuts. Fancy
)

Virginia.

Fancy

CaJifornifiL Almonds,

Pea.nuts, Filberts

In

1

OXFORD FRUIT CAKE
Pouod Packages and 5 Pound Tins

adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.

In a wired house a mere touch on a
switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.

Adv.

St. Paul's

Me-

a bakery sale
butcher shop

at

2

p. m.

Merchants cafe, Tuesday will, take
charge of the White Kitchen restaurant. Mr. Hite will manage the establishment along the lines established
by Gus Lehmann, owner of the place.
Although the a la carte method wilr
be used Mr. Hite says a regular meal
can be purchased at the popular price
of 25 cents. Gus Lehmann will go to
Santa Fe, where he may open a similar establishment.

The Royal Neighbors of America
will hold their regular meeting tomorrow night In the W. O. W. hall on
Sixth street. Business of Importance
will be transacted and a full attendance Is desired.

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold its regular weekly practice tonight at the city hall. The practice
will start promptly at 8 o'clock and
all members are requested to be there
at that time.

The following civil service examinations will be held in this city on
the dates mentioned:
December 3
Skilled laborer (male) qualified as
electrician's helper, salary $720; asin grain
sistant
standardization
(male) salary $1,600 to $2,000; aid in
grain standardization (male) salary
December 10 Shop
$900 to $1,200.
apprentice (male) salary $480 to $50;
general mechanic (male) salary $720;
orchestra and band leader (male) salary $900; laboratory aid and engineer (male) salary $800. December
Laboratory apprentice (male)
salary $480 to $540 per annum. Any
other information concerning these
examinations may be obtained from
Oscar Llnberg at the local postoffice.
10-1- 1

The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.
Let us wire your house for
Edison Mazda Lamps, which
afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowest cott

T. J. Raywood, county scale inspector, expects to besin the inspection of
all the weights and measures in San
Miguel county within the next few
days. All weights and measures found

not to be

of

standard

requirement

will be destroyed.

suit in the district court to quiet title to a certain
tract of land in Upper Las Vegas,
J. H. Kelly has filed

t

i

'

fill
I

Las Vegas Light &
Power Co.

'

5J:
Jk

.1

composed of seevral acres. The board
of trustees of the Las Vegas grant
and Francisco Manzanares and others

are the defendants in the action.

SfTO

ft

Maude

Harry Hastings of Springer and
Flossie Mae Grove of New-kirwere united in
N.
M.,
marriage yesterday afternoon at
the court house by Justice Felix
Garcia y Gutierrez, after having been
issued a license to wed by Assistant
County Clerk William B. Stapp. The
young people drove to town In Mr.
Hastings' aut6mobile to be wed.
Miss

E.AVAJ0. BLANKETS
ADirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
ssortmentfine colorings -- unique patterns all
--

"

prices.

These blankets are iienuirie Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approach! r?g Holidays, wii

Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual director of Temple Montefiore, has recovered sufficiently from his illness
to make it possible for him to conduct the regular services in the temple tomorow night Dr. Landau will
speak upon the subject "The Blood
Accusation and the Trial in Russia."
The public is cordially invited to attend the services, which will begin at
8

CHILES

ILP ELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

AT THE HOME

T!5!i

BEST

OF"

OF-

-

EVERYTiil

EATABLE

iitacaiicil:
A full line of

Fresh Cereals. Pettiohn'a

Bre&kfast Food, Grains of Gold, Farinose, Petvrl Hominy, Homlnv Grlte,
Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,
Quaker Oats, Kellogg's Wheat Biscuit, Kellogg'a Corn Flakea, Shredded
Wheat, Post Toastiea, Quaker Puffed
Rice. Quaker Puffed Wheat, Quaker
Corn Puff and Aunt Jamlma'a Pancake Flour.

TfiF.

GRAAF

h

IIAYVMRD

STOR.E

'

CO.

Ricardo Gauna, sheep foreman for
Secundino Romero, is recovering from
serious injuries he received several
days ago when he was thrown from
his horse near the Romero ranch,
several miles southeast of Las Vegas.
Gauna was in charge of two herds
containing about 4,000 sheep. He
was about to mount his horse when
an automobile came suddenly around
a curve In the road and frightened
the animal. The horse lunged. Gau-na'- s
foot was caught in the stirrup
and he was dragged several feet. His
head and shoulders were badly cut
and bruised. Fortunately for Gauna,
his foot became disentangled. Other-wishe would have been killed. The
injured man is recovering from his
injuries in a local hospital.
e

o'clock.

A NOVEL

The E. Romero Hose and Fire
company will hold its regular monthly
business meeting tomorrow evening
in the station house on Bridge street
The company will hear the report of
the committee which was appointed
recently to determine what new equipment is required by the company. The
organization expects to spend a considerable sum in getting. ..its equipment
highest possible standard.
wp-'j-

v

.''"

Ju-s-

Considerable indignation has been
aroused In Las Vegas because of the
actions of, a man who has frightened
several girls and women by following
them.
The man's peculiar actions
first were noticed over a week ago,
when the police were informed that
he was a dangerous character. Since
that time he has accosted fula dozen women and girls
ly
who escaped his attentions by taking
flight. The man usually is seen in the
north portion of the city. The police
have not succeeded In catching the
man, ut if they do, he is likely to
be punished severely.
The Optic reporters today were told of numerous
instances upon which the man has
tried to force his attention upon girls

Abbott, the Normal
student who lost her railway ticket
and money and who was put off the
Santa Fe train at Lamy Tuesday
morning, was not obliged to remain
at the latter place over a few hours.
Friends at Santa Fe assisted her and
arosa. Normal officials secured assist
ance for the girl.
and women.
Miss

13

Shipment

Just

Adv.

Adv.

The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus

Largs

There will be a special meeting of
the local fire department tonight at
the city hall for the purpose of makEverybody drinks Sunnyhrook, the ing early preparations for the big
Sold by Hugh New Year's masquerade ball that is
Pure Food Whiskey.
Calloway, The Bridge Bar. Adv.
given annually by the firemen. This
dance is considered one of the most
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged popular affairs given during the year,
In wood. Direct from the distillery to and the firemen plan a most successyou. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. ful function this year. The meeting
has been called by the acting chief,
All millinery goods going below R. F. Smith.
cost until our stock is reduced new
E. Hite, formerly proprietor of the
Mrs. Stand-ish- .
goods received weekly.
Opera, Bar.

The Ladies' Guild of
morial church will hold
In Graaf & Hayward's
Saturday, November 8,

Easily Foiled

1

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the

Mrs. T. Trainor and Mr. Louis Rosenthal were among those who contributed books and magazines to the
library during the month of October.

Steams'Stofe

OVERCD ATS

Rest" .

V,$.5.0qf REWARD

'

";

HE'S SOME FLIER
Constantinople, Nov. 6. Pierre
a French aviator who left Paris
October 21 on an aeroplane flight to
Cairo, Egypt, arrived today at San
Stefano, on the Sea of Marmora, having left Bucharest, Roumania, this

Have thf'ii! cleaned on the
Floor with the
VACUUM CLFANER
For Particulars

Telephone Main 35

t

.1

fct--

J tV
ii ft111vlL
inI minr
ra iin
SSflfRESTffcSB?
foCKOU-
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Iiairs,

& SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
'
HalH Raynolds. Cahier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

I

"

'

Your

iUST

I

IKST NATIONAL BANK

Be Good

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

'

.V.;
"

WHATEVER YOU

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

WEAR UNDER IT

every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best rf service

Irv

almost
the entire winter in it
and it is the most noticeable garment you
wear. It." therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.
You spend

Interest Paid on

We are showing a
larsrer assortment of i

1,050

Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPFB j AT YOUR

000

materials and styles I
in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for
the large, the small,

t
I

the stout and tall.
Large, Roomy Overcoals
at Prices From

QVERLAMD

59 T

MODEli

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Los Vegas ''. Automobile )& Machine
Phone Main 344.
As a result of the offering of lib
eral terms by the Masonic Building
association It is probable that the
Commercial club'' will retain its present quarters. TlKt .matter has not
definitely been decided, but by next
week final arrangements
probably
will have been made.

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prtp,

THE OLD RELIABLE
AS W WAGON

saasaisisaszEnsB
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-
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES

.

FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camemberf

Dau-cour- t,

You ourjht to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Gross, Kelly
-

Adv..

Take up your RUGS
arid CARPETS

Urn

DEATH

Allahabad, British India, Nov. 6.
Nine ringleaders of an abortive plot
recently discovered against the reigning ameer of Afghanistan, Habidullah
Khan, were executed today at Kabut,
the Afghanistan capital. The conspirators were blown from the mouths
of cannon.

For infohpation leading to Unar
rest and conviction of the party or
morning.
parties taking tools from Kearney's
Missouri
Gap bridge.
Valley Bridge
and Iron Co. P. R. Carroll, Foreman.

T

eceived

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

Fancy Cauliflower, '"Lettuce

AT

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

THE BISMARK

Mora Vegetables

Ernest Franks late of THE ENGLISH
KITCHEN at Raton, is now the cook
in filing of our kitelion and he
knows his business

rEFULAS- F3ICES-

Apples Galore, Cranberries

&

Co.

Sole Agents

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHO LES A L E AND RETAIL

